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ABSTRACT 
The partially- parabolized Navier-Stokes equations are used to model 
steady, incompressible, two-dimensional, laminar flow in symmetrical 
channels of variable cross-section. A finite-difference method is used 
to solve these equations by incorporating a shearing coordinate 
transformation such that the boundaries coincide with grid points in the 
computational domain. Some of the flow situations in this study involve 
regions of reverse flow. 
The solution of problems of this type involves iteratively space 
marching the transformed momentum equations through the computational 
domain solving them at each streamwise location. The velocities are then 
corrected such that continuity is satisfied. At each streamwise location 
a Poisson equation is solved in which the source term is calculated 
based on the momentum equations. After a complete sweep through the 
computational domain is made, the field is swept iteratively for a 
revise d pressure solution. Special considerations in differencing are 
made such that flow situations which involve r everse flow can be handled. 
Type dependent differencing is used to allow for both forward and 
reverse flow regions. 
Numerical results were obtained for several symmetrical channels of 
variable cross-section. Testcases for comparison include converging, 
diverging, and constricting channels. Results from these cases are 
presented in terms of skin friction, displacement thickness, velocity, 
and pressure distribution along the channel. Comparisons are made with 
available r esults from other investigators. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Description of the Problem 
In practical engineering applications, there exists a need to 
predict the characteristics of subsonic laminar flow in two-dimensional 
channels of variable cross-section. Such a flow is complex due both to 
the variable geometry and the probable presence of separation. 
With the present state of developnent of digital computers, it is 
becoming economical to use numerical methods as design tools in the field 
of fluid mechanics. Predictions made with the computer may reduce the 
cost and scope of the experimental part of the design process. 
Several types of two-dimensional channels of variable cross-section 
may occur in applications. These have been classified as contracting, 
diverging, and constricting channels. The flow of a real fluid can, in 
general, be either laminar or turbulent. Even though turbulent flows 
occur more frequently, laminar flows occur with enough frequency in 
practical applications to justify study. Further, laminar flows 
provide a good starting point for evaluating numerical schemes which 
later can be extended to turbulent flows. 
The effect of a diffuser on a flow can be established by looking at 
its geometry [l, 2, 3]. The characteristic geometric feature of a 
diffuser is that its cross-section increases from the entry region to 
the exit. In steady flow, the result of such a change is that the 
mean velocity of an incompressible fluid at the outlet is lower than 
that at the inlet. This result follows from the continuity principle. 
As a consequence, there is normally a corresponding increase in the 
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average cross-sectional pressure be tween the inlet and outlet stations . 
Still another fundamental flow characteristic of the diffuser is the 
t endency for separation to occur i f the pressure rise becomes too great 
locally. Fl ow separation is usually accompanied by large losses in 
total pressure . This seriously compromises the performance of a 
diffuser [l] . Therefore, it is usually desirable to minimize or eliminate 
separation. For this reason , the ability to predict separation in 
dif fuser geometries is of great interest. 
Similarly , the effects of a contracting channel can be 
observed [ l, 3]. The fundamental geometrical property of a contracting 
channe l is the reduction in cross-section with distance along the flow 
axis . A channel in which a contraction occurs can be divided into 
three r egions of interest . First, there is the upstream section where 
the channel walls are paralle l to the flow axis. Then ther e follows the 
r egion i n which the reductions o f cross-section take place . The third 
r egion of interest is downstream of the contraction where the channel 
walls are again parallel to the f low axis. 
Several basic flow characteristics can be cited for channels 
containing contractions [l , 3] . From the continuity principle, it follows 
that for steady incompress ible flow in contracting channels, there is a 
correspondi ng increase in the mean velocity as the flow passes from a 
station upstre am to one downstream. Thi s normally results in a 
corresponding decrease in the average cross-sectional pressure as the 
flow passes through the contraction. A contraction can be broadly 
described as a r egion in which the axial pressure gradient is favorable. 
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It has been observed by several investigators that there can be limited 
regions of adverse pressure gradient in contracting channels of finite 
length [4]. 
The constricted channel is considered to be a combination of 
converging and diverging channels [l, 2, 3]. There is first a reduction 
in cross-section and then the cross-section increases. From the 
continuity principle, this causes the mean velocity to initially increase 
in the contracting region of the channel and then to decrease in the 
diverging region. As a consequence, there is a corresponding decrease in 
the average cross-sectional pressure followed by an increase in the 
average cross-sectional pressure as the flow passes from one region to 
the next. This geometric configuration will involve regions in ~ich the 
axial pressure gradient is favorable followed by one in ~ich it is 
adverse. 
A numerical scheme can be used to solve problems like those 
described above. In this study, attention is directed toward laminar 
flow in two-dimensional symmetrical channels of variable cross-section. 
A coordinate transformation is used such that the numerical boundary 
conditions can be applied easily. This is especially important in 
locating the grid near the boundaries. It should be noted that this 
adds to the complexity of the equations to be solved. Even though the 
study treats only laminar flows, it is anticipated that the approach can 
be extended to turbulent flows by using the proper turbulence model. 
In developing a numerical scheme, a mathematical model nrust be chosen 
that will correctly predict the flow in the preceding geometries. In 
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general, the Navier-Stokes equations represent a correct model for use 
in flows of this type [l]. Much simpler models derived from the Navier-
Stokes equations, such as the Prandtl boundary-layer equations [l], can 
be used with a great reduction in complexity in the solution procedure. 
However, this mathematical model assumes that the viscous terms in the 
streamwise direction can be neglected and that the transverse pressure 
gradient is nearly zero. The applicability of the boundary layer model 
is limited due to these assumptions. 
The partially-parabolized Navier-Stokes equations [5] are another 
simplified version of the Navier-Stokes equations. This model is more 
complex than the Prandtl boundary-layer equations in that the transverse 
momentum equation is retained so that significant transverse pressure 
gradients can be accounted for. However, the simplification is in the 
neglecting of the streamwise viscous terms in the momentum equations. 
The Navier-Stokes equat ions are thus changed from a fully elliptic to a 
partially-parabolic s e t of equations. In doing this, the boundary 
condition downstream is not needed. This does not eliminate the transfer 
of information upstream since influence is still transmitted through the 
pressure field. 
The use of the partially-parabolized model is motivated by the fact 
that the number of variables required for storage is reduced (if there 
is a region of flow separation, the storage r equirement is increased by 
one dimension over that necessary for the partially-parabolized Navier-
Stokes equations) [5, 6, 7, 8]. 
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For the two- dimensional, fully attached, laminar flow cases, only 
pressure needs to be stored for the successive computations. If the 
flow has a region of recirculation, it is also necessary to store the 
velocity field in that localized area . This requires a bit more storage, 
but it is still significantly lower than the storage required by the 
numerical solution of the full Navier-Stokes equations if the reversed 
flow region is localized. This r educes the cost of computer storage 
significantly . The reduction is especially noticeable if the flow 
dimensionality increases. The choice of numerical grid size is often 
influenced by the cost of computer storage. If more variables must be 
stored, fewer grid points are normally used for economic reasons. 
Therefore, by using the partially-parabolic model, a mor e refined grid 
can be used at the same computational expense as solving the full 
Navier-Stokes equations on a course grid. Hence, more detailed results 
can be expected . 
For the most part, the partially-parabolized Navier-Stokes approach 
has been restricted to high Reynolds number flows characterized by a 
predominant flow direction with relatively large velocities and no 
recirculation [SJ. For such flows, the effects of streamwise viscous 
diffusion are negligible . 
Recently, several investigators [9, 10] have demonstrated that the 
partially-parabolized procedure can be extended to recirculating flows. 
A technique known as 11 type-dependent11 differencing [9] was developed as 
one method of dealing with reversed flow regions. 
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The solution [6, 9, 11] for the flow characteristics in the 
two-dimensional channel of variable cross-section can be obtained by 
repeatedly space marching the partially-parabolized momentum equations, 
the continuity equation, and the Poisson equation for pressure through 
the computational domain while satisfying the given initial and boundary 
conditions. This is done until a convergence criterion is met. Also 
between each iterative sweep of the computational field, several passes 
are made through the flow domain to obtain a better pressure solution. 
This gives a solution for the pressure field that corresponds to the 
calculated velocity field. However, until convergence i s reached, the 
velocity field does not satisfy continuity. 
Comparisons made with other investigators [12, 13, 14] indicate 
that the use of the partially-parabolized Navier-Stokes equations as a 
flow model gives good results. 
B. Review of Related Work of Previous Investigators 
The first solution procedure for solving the partially-parabolized 
Navier-Stokes equations was presented by Pratap and Spalding [5]. 
Pratap and Spalding employed the staggered grid developed earlier by 
Welch et al. [15]. This solution scheme started from an inflow 
boundary condition and continued downstream making use of an initially 
guessed pressure distribution. Since a guessed pressure was used, 
continuity was not satisfied by this solution. The pressure and velocity 
fields were then corrected simultaneously by solving a pressure 
correction equation such that mass continuity was satisfied at all grid 
points in the flow domain. The pressur e correction equation was derived 
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from the continuity equation and simplifie d forms of the momentum 
equations. Thus, the governing equations wer e not s atisfied except at 
convergence. This stepwise marching procedure was continued until the 
end of the flow domain was reached. The above procedure was then 
repeated until the pressure correction or the continuity e rrors wer e 
small. This solution scheme made use of the numerical a lgorithm calle d 
SIMPLE (Semi Implicit Me thod for Pressure-Linked Equations) . This was 
develope d by Patankar and Spalding [16] for use in solving the three-
dimensional parabolic equations. A pressure link was ne cess ary f or 
three -dimensional flow since it was assumed that the s t reamwise ve l oci t y 
was influence d by a cross-sectional mean pressure while the cross-str eam 
v e locitie s were driven by a pressure variation over the cross-section. 
Others solving the fully parabolic equations us ing simi l ar me thods 
include Caretto e t al. [ 17] and Curr et al. [ 18] . 
In a typical two-dimensional turbulent flow situation with a 
20x20 finite difference mesh, Pratap and Spalding note tha t the storage 
requirements can be reduced by 80% if the f low was mode l ed with the 
partially-parabolic rather than the elliptic s e t (Navier -St okes ) of 
equations. The calculation procedure used by Pratap and Spalding was 
applied successfully to fluid flow through a square duc t i n which a 
wire screen was situated midway between the inlet and ou t l et. Also 
u s ing a two-equation turbulence model, the method was used t o obtain 
a numerical solution of flow in curved ducts . 
Variations of the Pratap and Spalding approach wer e used by 
Singhal and Spalding [ 19] in the prediction of f l ow i n two-dimensional 
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turbomachinery cascades and by Abde lmequid e t al. [20] in computing 
solutions of three-dimensional turbulent flows around ship hulls. Moor e 
and Moore [21] also used this approach in obt aining solutions to the 
partially-parabolized Navier - Stokes equ a tions. 
Pollard [22] deve loped a computational scheme which can treat flows 
that contain embedded zones of recirculation. Pollard termed his flow 
model "partially-elliptic". Partially-elliptic r efers to the fact that 
the partially-parabolic Navier-Stokes e quations were solved (similar to 
the scheme used by Pratap and Spalding) everywhere in t he flow domain 
except in regions of recirculation. In recirculating regions, the full 
Navier-Stokes equations were solved . Thi s procedure was used in 
calculating flows that were three-dimensional. Three - dimensional storage 
of all variables was necessary in those regions where r ever sed flow was 
encountered. Predictions were obtained for laminar flow in a t ee 
junction. A comparison of solutions obtained with a partially-elliptic 
and a fully elliptic procedure showed good agr eement . 
Independently, Rodi and Srivatsa [23] reported on a calculation 
procedure they denoted as "locally e lliptic" for three-dimensional flows 
and its application to a j e t in a cr oss - flow. Like t he method of 
Pollard, this procedure used the full Navier-Stokes equations only in 
the r eversed flow r egi on . The rest of t he flow field was calculated 
u sing either the parabolic or partially-parabolic equ ations, depending 
on the importance of the up stream pr essure influence. The major 
difference between the method reported by Pollard and that reported by 
Rodi and Srivatsa was that in the for mer , the e lliptic equations were 
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used in the region that extends over the whole cross-section of t he zone 
of recirculating flow between two axial s tations. The latter method 
used the elliptic equations only in the local reversed flow region 
Ghia et al. [10] reported on steady flow in ch anne ls wi th asymmetr ic 
constrictions. This analysis was done using a r educed form of t he 
transient Navie r-Stokes equations. The r e sulting formulation was called 
"semi-elliptic". In this procedure, tire-de pendent momentum equations 
were parabolized in the streamwise direction by neglecting the s treamwise 
diffusion terms (like those of Pratap and Spalding, except for the 
addition of the transient terms) . Elliptic effects were still transmitted 
upstream through the pressure field. Analytical coordinate 
transformations were used to ensure that boundary surf aces were coincident 
with the coordinate lines and that proper grid resolution was provided 
near channel walls. Results were obtained for constricted asynn:netric 
channels using "semi-implicit" finite-difference equations. It was 
reported that the results compared well with the corresponding Navier-
Stokes solutions. It was also reported that the use of the unsteady 
equations was necessary to obtain a steady solution when recirculation 
was present. 
Vanka et al. [24] reported on a 11 semi- i mplicit11 procedure for s olving 
a reduced form (partially-parabolized) of the s t eady- s tate Navier- Stokes 
equations in boundary fitted coordinate syst ems . This study dealt only 
with flows that have a predominant flow direction (no recirculation). 
The method of solution was similar to that given by Pr atap and 
Spalding [5] with changes necessitated by the coordina t e transformation. 
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The coordinate transformation resulted in a general nonorthogonal mesh. 
Vanka reported on developing laminar isothermal flow in a square duct 
and developing laminar isothermal flow in a rod bundle. The agreement 
between data and numerical calculation was good for the square duct 
testcase. Vanka had no data to compare with in the rod bundle 
t estcase , but it was reported that the numerical results compared 
qualitatively well with observations made in the fully-developed region. 
The rod bundle t estcase was the only one reported in which the grid was 
nonorthogonal. 
Chilukuri and Pletcher [25], Chilukuri [6], and Madavan [9] have 
reported solutions to the partially-parabolized Navier-Stokes equations 
for laminar incompressible flows. Chilukuri reported solutions of flow 
in the entry region of a channe l for Reynolds numbers in the range of 
10-7500. The result s compared well with the solution of the full Navier-
Stokes equations r eported by other investigators [26, 27 , 28] . Madavan 
reporte d solutions of the partially-parabolized Navier-Stokes equations 
that included regions of reversed flow. Flow situations considered were 
external separated flows, as we ll as separated flows in a channel with a 
symmetric sudden expansion. This was the first r epor t ed solution of the 
steady partially-parabolized Navier-Stokes equations with separated flow. 
A staggered grid was used in this procedure similar to that used by 
Welch~ al. [15]. The solution procedure used by these investigators 
had some points of similarity with that used by Prat ap and Spalding . 
One major difference in the schemes was in the method in which the 
velocity-pressure coupling was handled. An attempt was made to satisfy 
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the full governing equations at each step of the calculation rather than 
satisfying the approximate forms of the governing equations as was done 
in the Pratap and Spalding method. It was expected that this type of 
calculation would improve the convergence characteristics. An 
iterative procedure was necessary since the initial pressure did not 
satisfy continuity. 
The velocity corr ection scheme used in these r eports [6 , 9, 25] was 
similar to that used by Amsden and Harlow [29] in a solution for fully 
parabolic three-dimensional internal flows wher e corrections were 
necessary for cross-stream velocitie s . Ghia e t a l. [30] have also used 
this me thod for the solution of the three-dimensional par abolic 
equations for laminar flows in straight polar ducts. Laminar three-
dimensional incompressible flows in curved ducts of r egular cross-
section have been analyzed by Ghia and Sokhey [31] using the same 
velocity-pressure coupling scheme in the solution of the three-dimensional 
parabolic equations. 
Several studies have been made to analyze the different ways of 
handling the velocity-pressure coupling problem. Many of the pr ocedures 
wer e present ed in Mazhar [32]. 
A study has been made by Leschziner [33] to compare three finite-
difference schemes for the solution of the two-dimens ional s t eady- s tate 
Navier-Stokes equations in computing r ecirculating flows . Each of the 
schemes used a different formulation for approximating the convective 
t er ms . The currently popular upwind formulation was shown to lead 
to severe solution errors due to artificial diffusion if the velocity 
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is significantly sk ewed to the numerical mesh in high Peclet number 
r egions. Formulations based on skewed differencing and a quadradic 
interpolation method have been applied to t wo laminar t estcases. For 
these two testcases , artificial diffusion resulting f r om skewness was 
shown to be insignificant. It has been argued that artificial diffusion 
would be more significant in turbulent flows . 
The method of solution used in the present study was an extension 
of work done by Chilukuri and Madavan , Modifications were made to the 
calculation procedure such that flow situations in symmetrical channels 
of variable cross-section with s eparation could be handled . This method 
has been briefly described previously in the section on description of 
the problem, A more complet e explanation will f ollow in subsequent 
chapters. 
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II . ANALYSIS 
This chapter is divided into four sections. In the first section, 
the flow geometries to be considered in this study will be discussed. 
A generalized transformation of coordinates suitable for these 
geometries will then be introduced. Tile governing equations, the 
transformed equations, and the assumptions used to simplify these 
equat ions will next be introduced. The boundary conditions will then be 
presented for the flow geometries involved in this study. Finally, the 
equations will be written in nondimensional form. 
A. Flow Geometry 
The main objective of this study is to predict flows in two-
dimensional synnn.etric charm.els of variable cross-section. As mentioned 
in Chapte r I, these variable geometries are commonly called diffusing, 
contracting, and constricting channe ls based on the effect the geometry 
has on the flow streamlines . 
Since the boundary region is a zone where viscous effects are of 
gr eat importance, this is where the most accurate representation of 
derivatives nrust be made. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a 
general flow-field model that allows the accurate numerical 
representation of the boundary conditions. This can be accomplished by 
using a coordinate transformation to make sure that the boundaries are 
on coordinate lines. This proce dure simplifies the resulting 
computational mesh, but it also increases the complexity of the governing 
equations . 
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In the present study, a synnnetrical two-dimensional flow domain of 
arbitr ary shape in the physical plane is transformed into a rectangular 
shape in the transformed plane. The channel shapes used in this study 
are such that the first and second derivatives are continuous. 
and 
In this study, a simple shearing transformation of the form 
x ~ = L 




is used where L is a reference length set equal to unity in the present 
study. This will transform the computational domain from a typical form 
shown in Figure 2.1 to the rectangular domain indicated in Figure 2.2 . 
The coordinate lines which correspond to n = 0 and n = 1 are the symmetric 
and solid wall boundaries, respectively . 
This transformation results in a nonorthogonal grid in the physical 
plane. Although this transformation has been frequently used by other 
investigators [34], its use with a staggered grid is somewhat l ess 
common. In fact, Patankar [8] indic at es that it is not possible to use 
staggered grids with a nonorthogonal coordinate system. 
This coordinate system allows a solution algorithm to be written 
that permits the changing of the solid wall boundary shape by simply 
changing the distribution of h. This means a design tool can be produced 
which is applicable to many different flow configurations. The problem 
having simple equations and a complex geometry is exchanged for one 
having complex equations and a simple geometry. 
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Figur e 2 . 1 . Typical flow domain in physical coordinates 
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Figure 2. 2. Flow domain in transformed coordinates 
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B. Governing Equations 
1. Two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations 
The most common system of equations used to model viscous fluid flow 
problems that contain regions of recirculating flow is the Navier-Stokes 
equations [l]. In primitive variables and physical coordinates these 






.!. op + l! (0 v + 0 v) 
P oy P ox2 oy2 
continuity equation: 
OU ov -+-ox oy 0 • 




These equations normally solved in physical space coordinates can 
now be transformed [35] such that they can be solved in a rectangular 
computational domain in ~ and n coordinates discussed in the section on 
flow geometry. Using the ~ and n, Equations (2.1) and (2 . 2) from before, 
the Navier-Stokes equations are written as 
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x-momentum equation in transformed coordinates: 
2 2 2 2 
+~ cL o u 2n dh o u (.!l db) 0 u 
p L 2 oF,2 - Lh dx ot,On + h dx on2 
(2n 
2 
- .!l d~) OU] + (:) 
h2 h dx2 on 
(2 . 6) 
y-momentum equation in transformed coordinates: 
1 av n dh av 1 av _ L ££ 
u(L ~ - h dx on) + v h on = ph on 
(2 . 7) 
continuity equation in transformed coordinates: 
(2.8) 
The full Navier-Stokes equations take into account the three 
mechanisms of interaction [5]. They are as follows: 
(a) convection (not e lliptic-transmits only in the flow 
direction); 
(b) diffusion and viscous action (e lliptic-may take place in all 
directions); and 
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(c) pressure transmission (e lliptic-may take place in all 
directions). 
3 . Partially-parabolized Navier-Stokes eguations i n transformed 
coordinates 
Pratap and Spalding [5] indicate that flows considered to be 
partially-parabolic are characterized by a predominant flow direction 
without recirculation. However, work done by Madavan [9 ] suggests that 
the partially-parabolized Navier-Stokes equations ar e also applicable 
to flows with regions of r eversed flow. A type-de pendent differencing 
scheme is used to allow for small regions of r ecirculation. This scheme 
accounts for the different directions of the streamwise moment um 
convection in the main and reversed flow regions. This will be shown 
later in the development of the numerical algorithm. The elliptic 
effects in the s dir ection are partially e liminat ed by neglecting the 
effects of stre amwise diffusion in the momentum equations . Elliptic 
effects due to pressure transmission still influence the solution 
upstream. 
The partially-parabolized Navier-Stokes equations are written by 
neglecting the viscous t e rms in the s direction in the Navier-Stokes 
equations. These equations are written as 
x-momentum eguation in transformed coordinates : 
1 Ou .D dh OU) 1 Ou 1 <.! op _ D dh op) u (L as + v--h dx on h 011 p L as h dx on 
2 2 2 2 2 
+~ [(..D dh) 0 u (2n (dh) - .!1 d h) OU + .L 0 UJ (2 . 9) p h dx on2 + h2 dx h dx2 on h2 on2 
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y-momenttnn equation in transformed coordinates: 
1 Ov - n _dh ov ) 1 ov 1 0 0 
u <r: o~ h dx on + v h dn = - ph an 
2 2 2 
+ .!:!'. [(.Il dh) o v <2n (dh) 
p h dx on2 + h2 dx (2.10) 
continuity equation in transformed coordinates: 
(2.11) 
wher e the boundaries are lines of constant n and constant ~ . 
The pressure transmission upstream can be determined by the solution 
of an elliptic Poisson equation which is derived from the momentum 
equation [6] . The x and y transformed momentum equations are solved for 
op E.£ . o~ and on' respectively, to obtain 
op 




- !l d~) OU + .!_ o2u]}L µ. [(!l dh) 0 u (dh) (2 .12) - -p h dx on2 + h2 dx h dx2 on h2 on2 
and 




_ !l d~) OV + .!_ o2v]}_!! H'. [(!l dh) 0 v (dh) (2.13) p h dx on2 + h2 dx h dx 2 on h 2 on 2 L 
Due to the coordinate transformation, the term~~' i.e . G2, appears on 
the right-hand side of the equation for Gl. The above form of the 
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equation for Gl is used for convenience in working out the numerical 
details. The evaluation of this term on the right-hand side of 
Equation (2.13) was made using values from a previous iteration level 
("lagged"). This will be shown in the development of the numerical 
algorithm. 
This allows the Poisson equation for pressure to be written as 
2 2 
n2 ~ OP 
v p= 2+-2 
at;, on 
aGl ac2 
at;, + an (2 .14) 
where Neumann boundary conditions are imposed and nrust be satisfied by 
the pressure. 
C. Boundary Conditions 
In the transformed coordinate system indicated in Figure 2 . 2, the 
initial and boundary conditions are 
(a) At t;, = 
u = 
v = 














and all 0 < n < 1 
prescribed-initial conditions 
for all t;, ~ 0 (channel centerline) 
symmetry boundary condition 
for all t;, > 0 (channel wall ) 
no slip, blowing, or suction at the wall 
Because the partially-parabolized assumption is used, no second 
streamwise derivative of u or v appears in the transformed momentum 
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equations. Thus, it is not possible to impose a boundary condition on 
u or v at the downstream boundary . 
Boundary conditions for both the continuity equation and the Poisson 
equation will be discussed in a later chapter. 
D. Nondimensionalization 
The dependent and independent variables are nondimensionalized as 
follows: 
u = nondimensional streamwise velocity = u/U f re 
v = nondimensional cross-stream velocity = v/U f re 
p = nondimens ional pressure 
2 
= p/p uref 
R~ = Reynolds number based on the s ymmetrical channel half height 
0 
= p u f h / µ r e o 
"' V = nondimensional velocity norm.al to line s of constant n based on 
U and V 
~ = nondimensional x coordinate transformation x/L 
n = nondimensional y coordinate transformation = y/h . 
The governing nondimens i onal partially-parabolized Navier - Stokes 
equations become 
x-momentum equation in transformed coordinates: 
au dh L au 
u o~ + (V - n dx U) h an = -
L a2u 2 dh 2 + 1 J - - + nL[ -h (- ) h an2 dx (2 .15) 
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y-momentum eguation in transformed coordinates: 
oV dh L ov 
u o~ + cv - ~ u) h on 
L op 1 dh 2 
h on + R~ {[ <ndx) 
0 
= -
+ nL [-h2 (dh) 
2 
_ d2i.i] ov } 
dx dx2 on 
continuity equation in transformed coordinates: 
By introducing a change of variable 
,... dh u 
v = v - n dx 
the continuit y equation becomes 
,... 
2 
+ 1] 1 0 v 
h on2 
The quantity V represents the nondimensional velocity component 
(2 . 16) 
(2 .17) 
(2 .18) 
perpendicular to the lines of constant n. This quantity was only used 
to simplify the continuity equation and the velocity correction 
procedure . The nondimensionalized velocity component V was u sed in all 
other calculations . 
The Poisson equation for pressure is now based on the nondimensional 
momentum equations which are written as 
oP 0 ~ = Fl 
and 






= { - u of 
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db L oV 
(V - n dx U) h on 
db 2 L -::.2 2 2 2 h 1 { [( ) l ] __ u-V_ + nL[- (db) _ d h ] oV}} (2 •20) + Reh n dx + h 011 2 h dx dx2 on L 
0 
Then it follows that 
(2 . 21) 
The nondimensional boundary conditions are 
(a) U(O,n) = u 
0 
prescribed initial conditions 
V(O , n) = v 
0 
Ou 
0 (b) on (~ ,o) = symmetry boundary condi t ion 
V(~ , O) 0 
(c) U(~ ,l ) = 0 no slip, blowing , or suction at the wall 
v (~ , 1) 0 
Again , no boundary condition can be imposed at the downstream boundary . 
The boundary condition on the conti nuity equation and the Poisson 
equation will be presented later. 
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE NUMERICAL ALGORITHM 
This chapter is divided into three sections. The finite-difference 
grid is discussed in the first section. This is followed by the finite -
difference forms of the governing nondimensional equations. Finally, the 
method of solution is outlined. 
A short summary of the method of solution is given at this point to 
aid in clarity in the initial sections of this chapter. First, the 
momentum equations are solved for velocity components at a new streamwise 
station (starting from the inflow boundary) using a guessed pressure 
field. This guessed pressure field is obtained by neglecting variations 
with n and determining the value of the streamwise pressure gradient 
required to conserve the total mass rate of flow in the channel. The U 
and V velocity components calculated from the momentum equations do not 
satisfy continuity until the correct pressure field is obtained. These 
velocities, U and V, are then corrected to satisfy continuity (at 
convergence no correction is necessary) using a potential function 
procedure to be described below. Once continuity is satisfied at a 
particular station, the pressure distribution at that station is updated 
by making one colunm pass through the pressure Poisson equation using the 
corrected velocities in evaluation of the source term. After a complete 
sweep of the computational domain for an intermediate velocity solution , 
several passes are made for a new pressure field solution. This 
constitutes a single global iteration. The next iteration uses the most 
r ecent pressure solution, and the calculation procedure is repeated. 
This continues until a sufficiently converged solution is obtained . 
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A. Finite-Difference Grid 
A staggered finite-difference grid, first employed by Welch e t al. 
[15] and used by other investigators [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 15, 32], is used in 
this study (Figure 3.1). Values of pressure are located at the points 
indicated in Fi gure 3.1. Tile U and V velocity components are considered 
to be located midway between the pressure points as indicated by the 
arrows in Figure 3.1. 
Without the use of a staggered grid, several difficulties can 
arise [8]. If the values of pressure are arranged in a checkerboard 
pattern (i.e. alternate pressure values are equal), the result would be 
that there would be no pressure influence in either the ; or n directions. 
A highly nonuniform pressure field would be treated as a uniform pressure 
field by a centrally differenced form of the momentum equations. Another 
difficulty arises in the discretized form of the continuity equation. 
The same checkerboard pattern could also occur in the velocity field if 
central differences are used. The discretized form of the continuity 
equation demands the equality of velocities at alternate grid points and 
not at adjacent ones . Therefore, with a checkerboard pattern in the 
velocity field, continuity would be satisfied with an undesirable 
solution. On the other hand, valid solutions have been reported by 
investigators who used a regular grid [10]. 
Special advantages are apparent in overcoming the above shortcomings 
when using the staggered grid rather than the regular grid. One advantage 
of a staggered grid is that the discretized continuity equation contains 
differences of adjacent velocity components which prevents a wavy 
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Figure 3 .1. Staggered finite -difference grid and variable locations 
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velocity field from satisfying continuity. Another advantage of the 
staggered grid is that the pressures between two adjacent grid points 
are being used. This now allows the natural driving force for the 
velocity components to be located between these grid points. This 
eliminates the possibility of numerically mistaking a uniform for a 
nonuniform pressure field. 
The computational price of the staggered grid is the calculation of 
more geometric information for the additional locations of the velocity 
components in the difference equations. 
Since the boundaries are located between pressure grid points, 
special handling of boundary conditions on U and V is required. Values 
for some variables nrust be prescribed at points outside the flow domain 
so that the boundary conditions can be represented correctly. At the 
symmetric boundary 
U(I,l) = U(I,2) (3.1) 
V(I,2) = 0 
At the solid wall, the no-slip boundary conditions result in 
U(I,NJ+l) = -U(I,NJ) (3.3) 
V(I,NJ+l ) = 0 
The location of these boundary conditions can be seen in Figure 3.2. At 
the upstream boundary, initial conditions mus t be prescribed. The U and 
V velocity components at this boundary must be specified at different 
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Figur e 3 . 2 . Finite-difference grid near the boundaries 
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locations. 
B. Finite-Difference Formulation of Momentum Equations 
1. Convective t erms in the s direction 
The convective terms in the [, direction appearing in the transformed 
momentum equations are handled by three separate differencing schemes . 
The main differencing scheme for forward going flow uses an upwind, three 
point, second order accurate r epresentation [9] . The coefficients of 
these terms are extrapolated from values at two pr evious (upwind) 
streamwise stations. 
Forward going flow with extrapolated coefficients 
and three point differencing, 
Extrapolated coefficients: 
....... n+l 
u. 1 . 1+ ,J 
....... n+l 
u. 1 . 1 i+ ,J+ 
M: u 







U n+l _ 
i,j+l 
Complete convective terms -
n+l u. 1 . 1- ,J 
U n+l 
i-1 ,j+l 
in x-momentum equation in transforme d coordinates: 
au n+l 
(U o[,) . . 
i+l, J 
....... n+l 
u. 1 . i+ ,J 
U n+l _ 
i+l,j 
(3.5) 
(3 . 6) 
(3 . 7) 
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in y-momentum eguation in tr ans formed coordinates: 
n+l n+l 
av n+l u. 1 . + u. 1 . 1 
[ ( 6 ~ - + 26~ ) n+l ( i+ al i+ a]+ ) V. 1 . (U oE) . . 2 M~(ld;- + M~ ) i+ ,J i+l, J 
n+l 6 .; 1 
- (6( + 6 £) v .. + (-_-----) v .n+ .] 
6 [,- 6 [, l.,J 6 [, (6 .; + 6 [, ) i-l,J 
(3 .8) 
The scheme described above provides an "upwind bias" in the differencing 
of the convective terms which appears to be necessary in the steady-state 
Navi er-Stokes equations to achieve a stabl e solution a t high Reynolds 
numbers [9] . 
Special procedures must be fol l owed at the second streamwise station 
in the flow domain . At this station, first order accurate upwind 
differencing schemes are used along with lagged coefficients evaluated 
from the previous station s ince only one point exists ahead of the second 
station. 
Forward going flow with lagged coefficients , 
Lagged coefficients: 
,..., n+l n+l 
U. l . ....., U .. i+ ,J - l. ,J 
U n+l ,..., U n+l 
i+l,j+l - i,j+l 
Complete convective t enns -
in x-momentum equation in transformed coordinates: 
(3.9) 
(3 . 10) 
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oU n+l ,...., n+l 
(U ~c) i 1 . ,...., U. 1 . 
u .., + ' J - l.+ ) J 
n+l 
u. 1 . ( i+ • ] 
in y-momentum eguation in transformed coor dinat es: 
oV n+l 
(U ~)i+l,j 
( 3 . 11) 
(3.12) 
The third differ enci ng scheme i s used for r ever sed flow r egions [9]. 
As i n the f orward going differ enci ng scheme , a three point upwind 
differ enc ing s cheme i s used . In a r egion of rever sed flow , the upwind 
direction i s downstream (positive ~ direction) from the current station. 
Values of U and V ar e stored in the r egion of expected recir culation . 
This allows the extrapolat i on as well as t he differencing of terms 
f r om the correct "upwind" direc t ion . 
Recircu lating f low with extrapolat ed coeffic i ents and 
three point di ffer enc ing , 
Extrapolat ed coefficients (from t erms downstr eam of predominate 
flow direction ) : 
,...., n+l fl~ n ti~+ n u. 1 . ( 1 + --) u. 2 . - (-u- ) u .+3 . 1+ ,J M,:++ 1+ , J M~++ l. ' J u u 
(3 . 13 ) 
,...., n+l fl<; n M,;+ n u. 1 . 1 ,...., (1 + --) u - (- u- ) u. 3 . 1 1+ ,J+ - ti~++ i +2 ,j+l ti~++ 1+ ,J+ 
u u 
(3 . 14) 
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Complete convection terms-
in x-momentum equation in transformed coordinates: 
au n+l n+l 
(U ~~). 1 . ~ U. 1 . u.,, i+ ,J - i+ ,J 
U n+l 
i+l,j 
in y-momentum equation in transforme d coordinates : 
av n+l 





The logic used to decide if the r everse f l ow differencing scheme is 
to be used is based on the sign of the values U extrapolated in the 
~ 
streamwise (positive f,: ) direction. If the value of U is positive , the 
forward flow differ encing scheme is used . However, if U is negative, the 
differencing changes direction. Such a t echnique is referred t o as 
type -dependent differencing [9]. 
The FLARE approximation [36] i s u sed when a r eversed flow region is 
encountered in the first pass. This is necessary since values from a 
previous iteration level are n ot available . 
He re i t is necessary to point out that the computer algorithm f r om 
the present s tudy r equire s that the grid in the f,; direction is equal in 
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the r ecirculating region. This r estriction was imposed for convenience 
and does not r e present a general limitation of the me thod . With the 
proper changes in the computer code , it should be possible t o al low the 
use of an unequal grid in that r egion also . 
2. Convective terms in the n direction 
Numerical instabilities h ave been known t o r esult when pure cent ral 
differencing is used under conditions which permit the A or B coe fficients 
in the tridiagonal matrix (to be des cribed later) to be positive . These 
instabilities were avoided in the pre s ent scheme by using a hybrid 
scheme [8] . The mesh Reynolds number (to be discussed late r ) is used as 
a wei ghting factor in thi s scheme. The hybrid scheme u sed a weighted 
aver age of upwind and centr al differencing which degene r at es to pure 
central differencing for small mesh Reynolds numbe rs and pure upwind 
differ encing in the limit of ve r y large mesh Reynolds numbers. It has 
been noted by Leschziner [33] that the us e of the hybrid scheme may 
yield sever e solution err or s due to artificial diffusion (truncation 
errors) if the velocity vector i s signi ficant l y skewed to the numerical 
mesh in high mesh Reynolds number r egions. These conditions may prevail 
in the case of r ecirculating flows in gener al and turbulent f lows in 
particular . However, in the two confined, l aminar, r ecircula ting flow 
cases c alculate d by Leschziner, artificial diffusion was found t o be 
insignificant . Leschziner argues that in the case of turbulent flows , 
particularly unconfined ones , e ither one of the other two finit e-
differ ence schemes (mentioned in the Introduction) to be advantageous . 
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Again , the coefficients of the transverse convective t erms are 
lagged or extr apolat ed on the same basis as the coefficients of the 
streamwise convective t erms . The differencing is fully implicit and 
second orde r accurate. This formal accuracy is expect ed to de t eriorate 
with unequal grid spacing. 
Coeffici ents of convective t erms in the n direction, 
Lagged coefficients: 
,..., n+l n+l 
V. l . ,..., V .. i+ , J - l. , J 
,..., n+l n+l 
v .1 · 1 ,..., v··1 i+ ,J+ - 1,J+ 
Extrapolated coefficients-forward going f low: 
,..., n+l 
v i+l ,j 
V. n+1l · 1 ,..., (1 + 6 F, ) V n+ll - (g_) V n+l 
i+ ,J+ - 6 F,- i , j+ t:J. f,- i-1,j+l 
Extrapolated coefficient s -recir culati ng flow: 
,..., n+l 
v. 1 . i+ ,J 
A ~+ + V n+l ,..., (1 + ~) V n - (g_:_) v n 
i+l , j+l - 6r i+2,j+l t:J. F,++ i+3,j+l 
(3 .17) 
(3 . 18) 
(3 .19 ) 
(3 . 20) 
(3 . 21) 
(3 . 22) 
The va lues fo r the U ' s are the same as that used in the streamwise terms . 
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Complete convective terms in the n direction -
in x-momentum equations in transformed coordinates : 
dh L oU n+l 
[ (V - n dx U) h on]i+l, j [ <'V n+1. i+l,J 
n dh u.n+l . ) 
dx i+l ,J 
u n+l - u.n+l. 
( i+l.j i+l . 1-l) 
6n- 6n+ + 6n-
n+l U n+l - U n+l 
C n dh u. n+l . ) (-1'--· +._l_. .... H......._l __ i+-'-1_ .... j) 
+ vi+l,j+l - dx i+l,J 
6
n+ 
u n+l - u.n+l . 
(V n+l _ n dh U n+l ) ( i+l,j i+l 2 J-1) L (l-W) A 
+ i+l,j d.x i+l,j 6n h 
,..., n+l dh ,..., n+l 
+ (V. 1 . 1 - n dx U. 1 .)( i+ ,J+ :i.+ 'J (1-W) B 
(3.23) 
The actual calculation of the mesh Reynolds numbers is based on 
the coefficients A and B of the tridiagonal matrix that results from the 
differenced momentum equ ations (the equation with these coefficients 
will be discussed later). Normally, the critical value of the mesh 
Reynolds number is two . However, because of the grid transformation, it 
was convenient to work with the conventional mesh Reynolds number divided 
by two. 
The mesh Reynolds numbers are defined as calculated by 
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,..., n+l dh ,..., n+l fill_ 
RMl ~ ______ <_v-'-i'""'+..;;;1"'",.._j+.:...;1_-_n_d_x_ u_i...;..+_1 ...... J.._· ) _ h____ _ (3 . 24) 
{[(~ dh)2 + ~] 2 + n [22 <dh)2 - 1 d~J 6n- } µ 
h dx h2 h d.x h d.x2 p Uref 
(3 . 25) 
Critical mesh Reynolds number : 
RMC = 1.0 
Weighting t erms: 
If RMl > RMC, then A= 1, B = o, W = RMC RMl 
If RM2 > RMC, then A= o, B 1, W _ RMC - RM2 
If RMl < RMC and RM2 < RMC, then A= O, B = O, W = 1.0. 
in y-momentum equation in transformed coordinates: 
dh L oV]n+l ,..., n+l dh ,..., n+l 
[(v - n d.x U) h on i+l,j ~ [(vi+l,j - n d.x ui+l,j -1) 
v n+l - v.n+-1 . 6 + 
( i+l , j i+l a] -1) __ n-'v __ 
6~ 6~ + llr\ 
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v.n+l. _ v n+l 
"' n+l dh u n+l ) ( i+l . J+l i+l. j ) 




til\ J 1 w 
+ - h tin + tin v v 
V n+l _ V n+l. 
(,..., n+l _ n dh U.n+l. )( i+l , j i+l,J-1) 1 (l- W) A + vi+l,j dx i+l,J-1 h tin v 
,..., n+l 
+ (V. 1 . 1+ ,] 
V n+l _ V n+l 
n dh U.n+l . ) ( i+l,j+l i+l,j ) hL ( l-W) B 
dx i+l,J tin+ 
v 
The mesh Reynolds numbers are defined and calculated by 
(v.n+l. _ dh U n+l 6 nv 
i+l,J n dx i+l,j ) h 
2 2 
{ [ (11 <lh) L J 2 [ 2 <db) h dx + h2 + n h 2 dx 
Critical mesh Reynolds number: 
RMC = 1.0 
Weighting t erms: 
If RMl > RMC, then A = 1, B 0 , W = RMC RMl 
If RM2 > RMC, then A= o, B = 1, W _ RMC - RM2 
(3 . 26) 
(3 . 27) 
(3 . 28) 
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If RM1 < RMC and RM2 < RMC, then A= O, B = 0, W 1.0. 
3 . Pr essure gradient t erms in transformed momentum eguations 
The pressure gradient t erms must be handled in a special manner 
since a transverse pressure gradient t erm cones into play in the 
x-momentum equation in transformed coordinates. Al l pre s sures are taken 
f r om the previous iteration l eve l. 
Pr essure t erms in ~ direction -




P. 2 . - P. 1 . ( 1+ • ] 1+ . J ) 
a~ . 1 . 1+ , J ll~+ 
Pressure terms in the n direction -
in x-momentum eguation in transformed coordinat es : 
n n 
P. 2 . 1 ( 1+ .J+ - p. 2 . 1+ . J) 
tin + 
+ __ ll___.Tl.___ 
ll n+ + tl n-
p n n 
6 n+ i 1 · - p · 1 · 1 1 + ' I ( + 2 ) 1+ 1 ] - ) J 
6n+ + 6 n- 6n 2 
n 
p . 1 . 1 -( 1+ .J+ 
in y-momentum eguation in transformed coordinates: 
P n -Pn . ~ ( i+l,j i+l. 1-l) 
6 n 
(3 . 29 ) 
n 
p. 1 . 1+ ,] ) 
(3 .30) 
(3 . 31) 
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These pressure differences are centrally diffe renced about the stagger ed 
grid locations of U and V in the respective momentum equations. At 
P 
n+l n 
convergence, i+l,j will equal Pi+l,j. 
4. Viscous terms in the transformed momentum equations in the n 
direction 
The viscous terms of the momentum equations are di ffer enced using 
second order accurate central differencing. The f ormal accuracy i s 
expected to deteriorate for unequal grid spacing . 
Viscous t erms-
in x-momentum egua tion in transformed coordinat es : 
2 
µ,L {[ (.!l dh) 
p uref h dx 
1 ~2u 2 dh 2 + -] _o _ + n [- (-) 
h2 on2 h 2 dx 
2 
µ,L { ((!J. dh) 
P U h dx 
U n+l 
[ ( i+l ,j+l 
6n+ 
- u n+l 
i+l,j ) 
ref 
U n+l _ U n+l. 
- ( i+l,j i+l,J-1)] 2 
6n 6n+ + 6n-
u n+l 
( i+l. j+l 
_ U n+l 
i+l, j ) 
(3 . 32) 
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v 2 cdh) 2 _ 1 d2itJ av }nf-l 
µ.L {[(.D -) + -] - + n[-
P Uref h dx h2 on2 h2 dx h dx2 on i+l,j 
2 
µ,L {[ (.D db) 
p uref h dx 
V n+l _ V n+l 
[( i+l.j+l i+l,j) 
fl + nv 
V n+l _ V n+l 




fln + ti n v v 
v n+l _ v.n+l. 
( i+l,j i+l.J-1)] } 
tin v 
(3.33 ) 
5. Final form of the transformed momentum equations 
The finite-difference representation for the different terms of 
each of the transformed mo~ntum equations can be combined and 
rearranged to be written in the form 
x-momentum equation in transformed coordinates: 
B~ U n+l Du U n+l Au U n+l = C~ 
J i+l,j-1 + j i+l,j + j i+l,j+l J (3.34) 
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y-momentum eguation in transformed coordinates: 
(3.35) 
u v u v 
In these equations , B., B., D. , D. , ••• etc. are the coefficients of 
J J J J 
the r espective unknown velocities . c~ and c~ are known quantities from 
J J 
the two equations . A tridiagonal matrix r esults when the equations ar e 
written for a particular i+l station. The Thomas algorithm is an 
efficient solver for this type of matrix with specified boundary 
conditions. The coefficients B, D, A, and C are functions of t he grid 
and metric information indicative of the channe l shape at a particular 
i+l s t ation. During the course of this study, several methods were 
use d to represent the metric t erms. The most satisfactory method was 
that of analytically r epresenting the wall shape and centrally 
differencing the first and second derivatives of h. 
C. Finite-Difference Formulation of the Continuity Equation 
Because the initial pressure is generally not the true pressure, 
the continuity equation is not satisfied locally at each grid point . 
Therefore, velocity corrections must be added to the computed 
velocities such that the correct ed velocities satisfy the finite -
difference form of the continuity equation exactly . In this study , 
these velocity correction s are assumed to be irrotational so that a 
velocity potential, 0, can be defined [6]. 
Velocity corrections are made at each str eamwise s t ation as the 
solution proceeds downs tream. 
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The exact velocities U and V satisfy the centrally differenced 
e e 
(central about 0 grid point) formulati on of the continuity equation 
(Equation 2 .18) exactly. 
h u n+l 
L ei 1 . + ,] 
!:! u n+l 
L ei . 
,] + 
A n+l v 
e. 1 · 1 i+ ,J+ 
A n+l - v 
e. 1 . i+ • J = 0 (3 .36) 
The difference molecule used for the continuity equation can be 
seen in Figure 3.3 . These velocities , U and V , are made up of e e 
tentative velocities, U and V , from the solution of the momentum 
p p 
equations and velocit y corrections, U and V • c c 
U n+l 
ei+l,j 
A n+l v 
e. 1 . i+ ,] 
U n+l U n+l = + c 
Pi+l ,j i+l ,j 
V
,.. n+l " n+l 




When convergence is reach, the velocity corrections will equal zero. 
A 
The actual velocity V can be calculated from V using Equation (2 .17). 
The continuity equation can now be written as 
h U n+ 1 _ h U n+ 1 V n+ 1 _ V n+l 
L c . l . L c. . c . l . l c. l j i+ • J l. .J + __ i_.+__. .... J .... + ____ l....;+__. ..... 
6~u 6n! 
!! U n+l 







J + l • .. . • 
i l i + 
J • ______. . _____. • Llnv 
1 l i 
J - l • .. • • 
l l l 
I I + l I + 2 
Figur e 3.3 . The difference mol ecule used for the c ontinuity equat ion 
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where the velocities U and V in the source term, S¢, are known from the 
solution of the momentum equations. 
and 
The following definitions are used : 
,..., !! U n+l 
- L c. l . i+ ,J 
n+l n+l ~ ,..., 0i+l,j+l - 0i+l,j ,..., V n+l 
on - + - c ti n i+l,j+l 
Using these equations and substituting into Equation (3.39), the 










( i+l.j+l - 0i+l.j 
tin+ 
0 n+l - 0.n+l_ 
i+l ,j i+l,1 -l) = 
ti n 
where the equation for S¢ is the right side of Equation (3 . 39). 
(3 .40) 
(3 .41) 
(3 . 42) 
In orde r for corrections t o be made at each streamwise station 
during e ach iterative sweep, it is necessary to make assumptions 
n+l n+l regarding 0i 2 . and 0 ..• Since continuity is satisfied at the + ,J i ,J 
previous station, ther e should be no correction necessary at that 




9' n+l _ 0n+l u n+l ..v i+l.j i,j (3 .43) 
ci,j 6[, 
Therefore, the right-hand side of Equation (3.43) is also zero. The 
term 0 n+l is assumed to be zero. This assumption is based on the 
i+2,j 
fact that at convergence there should be no velocity corrections 
necessary. 
These finite-difference equations can be rearranged and written in 
the form 
B~ n+l + 0cp n+l + A'll n+l 
J 9'i+l,j-l j 0i+l,j j 0i+l,j+l c~ J ( 3.44) 
This system of equations r esults in a tridiagonal matrix at a particular 
streamwise location. Again , the Thomas algorithm can be used to solve 
this system using the additional boundary conditions given be low. 
At the wall and at the cente rline, there should be no ve locity 
..... 
corrections on V since V is zero at both locations . Ther efore, the 
following boundary conditions are used for 0: 
since "' n+l v 
ci+l,2 




at the centerline 
0 n+l _ 0 
n+l 
a0 _i+ ..... 1_. __ 2 __ i+.._l_. • .__l - v n+l 
an ::::: + - c 
6 n i+l, 2 
= 0 (3 .46) 
which gives 







n+l n+l ~ ......, 0i+l,NJ+l - '/Ji+l,NJ ......, ~ n+l 





= 0 (3.48) 
(3 .49) 
The term V is the velocity component perpendicular to lines of 
constant n. As discussed in a previous section, this is a term used to 
simplify the continuity equation and in the velocity correction 
procedure. Actual corrections are made to V. 
D. Finite-Difference Formulation of the Poisson Equation 
for Pressure 
The pressure field is updated along with the calculation sweep for 
the velocity field. The pressure field is also iteratively updated at 
the end of each iterative sweep for the velocities. The pressures are 
calculated at a particular streamwise station using a finite -difference 
fornrulation of the Poisson equation [6]. Tilat is 
i2P:::: [ 
p n _ p n+l p n+l _ pn+l 
_i+ ....2_.Moj....._ _ i+..:_1_ ...... j - i+ 1, j i • j J rt-
t. f7 6 ~ u 
+ [ 
p n+l _ p n+l 
i+l,i+l i+l.j 
t.n+ 
p n+l _ p n+l 
i+l.j i+l.j-1] 2 
t.n t.n+ + t. n-
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Fln+l - Fln+l F2 n+l - F2 n+l S n+l i+l , j i.j + i+l,j+2 i+l.j = (3.50) = 
6f,; ein+ Pi+l ,j 
u v 
where Fl and F2 are calculated using the corrected velocities and 
represent the pressure gradient t erms in the x and y momentum equations 
in transformed coordinates. The value of 
previous iteration level and the value of 
p n is known from the 
i+2,j 
p~+~ is known from the previous 
l., J 
streamwise station. Equation (3.50) is written for each point at a 
single streamwise location as the velocity field solution progresses 
downstream. The resulting system of equations with boundary conditions 
(described below) are solved algebraically by the method of 
successive over-relaxation by points. The quantity used for the over-
relaxation factor was 1.5 for most of the cases. No attempt was made 
to optimize this value . 
Neumann boundary conditions are used to relate the pressures at 
the boundaries to those in the flow domain [37]. Because Neumann 
boundary conditions are used on all boundaries, the two-dimensional 
Divergence theorem 
SR 1J • ( IJP) dR Ss llp.~ dS (3 .51) 
gives an integral constraint 
SR s dR = 
S op dS 
p s on (3. 52) 
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This relates the source t erms, S , to the boundary conditions. The 
p 
constraint of Equation (3 . 52) is automatically satisfied through the 
use of the staggered grid and the manner in which the boundary conditions 
are imposed. Special consider ation of the source t er m at the boundary 
makes it possible to solve the Poisson equation for pressures within the 
flow domain without values at the boundary and still satisfy the 
integral constraint. This is done by r ealizing that at the boundaries 
the term F2 can be used to alleviate any dependence on the values of 
pressure at the boundary [6] . This can easily be seen in the finite-
difference r epresentation of the Poisson equation for pressure. At the 
wall, J =NJ, F2 at NJ+l can be calculated as 
F2 n+l 
i+l,NJ+l 
P n+l _ P n+l 
i+l ,NJ+l i+l ,NJ 
6T1+ 
(3 . 53) 
The Poisson equation, Equation (3 . 50), also is written at J =NJ. 
[ 
p n _ p n+l 
i+2 ,NJ i+l,NJ 
6~ 
p n+l _ p n+l 
i+l ,NJ i,NJJ l 






p n+l _ p n+l 
i+l ,NJ i+l,NJ-1] 2 
Ml 6n+ + 6n-
= 
Fl n+l - Fl n+l 
itl ,NJ i 3NJ + 
F2 n+l - F2 n+l 





All dependence on Pi+l,NJ+l in Equation (3 . 54) i s removed by the boundary 
condition given by Equation (3 . 53). A similar calculation can be made 
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at the lower boundary to show that dependence on pressure at that 
boundary can also be removed. 
It was necessary to under-relax the source terms in the Poisson 
equation at each marching step. Without under-relaxation, the method 
either stabilized at a solution having unacceptably large mass sources 
or a solution could not be reached (the solution diverged). The 
magnitude of the under-relaxation factor was highly dependent on the 
size of the inviscid region in the initial velocity profile. In this 
study, a problem 'Which contained an initial profile with a large 
inviscid region required a small under-relaxation factor. Further 
studies must be made to determine what the magnitude of the under-
relaxation factor should be for specific problem types. The difficulty 
of obtaining a solution for a particular case is highly dependent on 
the solid wall boundary shape. This was also influential in the choice 
of an under-relaxation factor. It will be seen in the tes tcases 
reported later that the flow solutions for wall geometries with slopes 
of greater magnitude were harder to obtain and thus required small 
under-relaxation factors. The under-relaxation factors used in this 
study ranged from 0.01 to 0.40. It was possible to incre ase the 
under-relaxation factor for all cases as the solution approached 
convergence. 
Two-dimensional storage is required for both the pre ssure and the 
under-relaxed source terms, S • 
p 
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E. Method of Solution 
The solution procedure involves marching downstream from a given 
set of initial conditions to a prede termined downstream boundary. At 
each streamwise step, the differential governing equations are 
numerically solved for velocities and pressure. Marching then continues 
to the next stream.wise location. The total procedure is outlined in the 
following steps [6]: 
(a) First, all variables and counters are initialized. 
(b) The actual marching procedure starts from an initial 
prescribed velocity profile at the upstream boundary. 
(c) The pressure required for the solution of the momentum 
equations is then calculated. On the initial pass (first 
integration sweep), the pressure distribution is calculated 
based on a boundary layer assumption to conserve mass flow. 
That is, ~ is set equal to zero. The quantity~ is assumed 
to be a constant determined by a global mass flow constraint 
across the channel. A tentative U velocity distribution is 
calculated and used to obtain a local mass flow rate to be 
compared with the actual mass flow rate. The actual flow 
rate is determined from the initial velocity distribution. 
A secant procedure [6] is used to obtain a pressure 
distribution that satisfies the mass flow constraint. This 
procedure is similar to that described later in the optional 
procedure for successive global passes. 
On successive global sweeps, the use of the s ecant 
procedure to satisfy the mass flow constraint is optional. 
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When used, a block adjustment i s made on pressure at a 
particular station by u sing an iterative secant procedure. 
A block adjustment on pressure means that a uni form pressure 
increment is calculated at a particular s t ation. This 
incremental correction is added to the most r ecent pressure 
available at the next streamwise location. An initial guess 
is made for the b l ock adjustment so a mass flow rate at a 
specific station can be calcu lated . The mass flow rate is 
calculated by integr ating the U velocity across the flow 
area at a specific station. The difference be t ween the mass 
flow rate calculat ed and the actual mass flow rate is then 
used to calculate a new block adjustment on pressure. This 
calculation continues, using the secant procedure , until a 
block adjustment is found such that the calculated mass flow 
rate matches the actual mass f low rate within certain 
tolerances . Usual l y , three or four iterations are necessary 
to obtain a converged solution. This procedure satisfies the 
mass flow constraint across the stream , but does not 
necessarily conse rve mass locally . The use of this procedure 
is thought t o speed convergence . 
(d) Using the pressures from the most recent iteration (corrected 
as i ndicat ed above, if the block adjustment procedure is 
used), the Thomas algor i thm is employed to solve both momentum 
equations for the t entative U and V ve locity components . 
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(e) These velocity components are then corrected to obtain 
velocities such that the continuity equation is satisfied 
locally. A Poisson like equation for the velocity potential 
is solved at the current station. The source term is 
identically equal to the negative of the divergence of the 
provisional velocity. 
(f) The corrected velocities are then used in the calculation of 
the pressure source term for use in the Poisson equation for 
pressure . This pressure source term must be under-re laxed in 
order for a stable solution to be obtained. The pressure at the 
current s tation is then improved by making one or more column 
passes through the Poisson equation using successive over-
relaxation by points. 
(g) Steps (b) through (f) are r e peated for successive streamwise 
stations until the specified downstream boundary is encountered. 
(h) The pressure solution is further improved at the end of the 
marching integration sweep by the r epeated solution of the 
Poisson equation throughout the comput ational domain. Again, 
successive over-relaxation by points is used. The source 
t erms r emain the same as those computed on the previous velocity 
field iteration. A completely converged pressure solution 
is not sought in the initial phase of the solution procedure . 
As the solution procedure continues, a more converged 
pressure solution is ob t ained . The pressures are then stored 
for the next iterative sweep for ve locities . 
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(i) Steps (b ) through (h) are repeated until a convergence 
criterion is met . 
A convergence criterion is necessary for stopping the calculation. 
One criterion use d was base d on the sum of the magnitudes of the flow 
f i e ld. Anothe r convergence criterion that was used was the size of the 
changes taking place in the velocity field between global iterations. 
Actual values used in de t ermining the leve l of convergence will be 
discussed later. 
The method of solution can be seen in a general flow chart form in 
Figure 3 .4 . 
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Figure 3.4. Skeleton flow chart of the method of solution 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter will set forth the testcases considered and results 
obtained by using the computer code developed for the solution of the 
partially-parabolized Navier-Stokes equations in transformed coordinates. 
Numerous test calculations have been made t o determine the range of 
accuracy and applicability of this calculation procedure. The testcases 
include (1) initially fully-developed flow in a converging channel, 
(2) initially fully-developed flows in diverging channels with and 
without flow separation, (3) a diverging channel with an initially thin 
boundary layer , and (4) a constricting channel with an initially fully-
developed flow. Computational details particular to a testcase are 
reported in the discussion of each testcase. This will include the 
number of iterations and the CPU time required for convergence. The 
computer program was compiled in FORTRAN G using an NAS / AS6 computer . 
If this computer code were written in an optimum form and compiled using 
the FORTRAN H compiler, the execution time of the object code would be 
reduced significantly . All CPU times stated below for the various 
testcases are for execution of the object code on the NAS/AS6 computer. 
The effects of grid r efinement will be shown for several of the 
testcases presented in thi s study. The convergence characteristics of 
the partially-parabolic procedure are also presented and discussed. The 
convergence leve l of each t es tcase will be reported using the parameter 
<~ls¢ 1)/m or ~UCL/UoCL' The term <~ls¢ j)/~ shows the relative magnitude 
of the mass sources at a given station with respect to the total channel 
mass flow rate. The solution is assumed to be converged if this term is 
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less than 0.1%. The term 6UCL/U
0
CL indicates the size of the changes 
in centerline velocity from one iteration to the next. A solution is 
assumed converged if this term is less than 0.05%. 
A. Testcases 
1. Converging channel testcase 
The first testcase was flow in a symmetrical converging channel. 
Comparisons are made with the results reported by Blattner [12]. Blattner 
used the s lender channel equations which make use of the boundary layer 
approximation to solve problems of this type. The geometry of this 
testcase is illustrated in Figure 4.1, where ~ is defined as the length 
of the converging section, h is the initial half height of the 
0 
symrnetrical channel equal to 1.0 ft., and h is the local half height 
a 
as the fluid moves downstream . The converging section of the channel is 
defined by a cosine curve as 
(4 .1) 
where Hf' the final half h ei ght of the symmetric channel, is equal to 
0.5 ft. and ~ is 10.0 for the converging section . The inlet Reynolds 
number was 100 based on the initial half height and the centerline 
velocity of a parabolic initial profile. 
Two grids, 23x51 and 36x51, were used. The computational and 
convergence details given below are for the 23x51 grid. For the 23x51 
mesh, a 6~ of 0.25 and 6n of 0.05 were used . The upstream initial 
profile was located a dis tance h from the start of the converging 
0 
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Figure 4 . 1 . Converging channel geomet ry 
..... x 
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end of the converging section. 
An under-relaxation factor of 0 . 30 was used for the calculation of 
the source terms in the Poisson equation. An over-relaxation factor of 
1.5 was used in the calculation of the pressure field . The number of 
sweeps through the pressure field after the calculation of the velocity 
field was increased from 0 to 10 as the solution approached convergence, 
This calculation was terminated after 18 iterations, At this point, 
the convergence parameter Els¢ I was less than 0.03% of the total flow, 
m, at any cross-section. This required a CPU time, using a FORTRAN G 
compiler, of about 1.97 minutes on the NAS/AS6 computer. 
A comparison of predictions made with the present method and those 
r eported by Blattner is made in the form of the velocity profile at 
~ equal to 8.0 and the centerline velocity along the channel. These 
are given in Figures 4. 2 and 4,3, respectively. Another comparison made 
is that of the centerline pressure along the channel in Figure 4.4. 
2 The value P f was chosen such that the parameter (P-P f)/ pU f was re re re 
one at the start of the contracting section. 
Although no comparisons can be made, the skin-friction coefficient, 
Cf, and the dimensionless displacement thickness, o*/h
0
, along the 
channe l are given in Figures 4,5 and 4.6, respectively. 
When a refined grid of 36x51 was used, no significant differences 
could be seen in the results obtained for this testcase. Several of the 
refined grid plots are coincident with the coarse grid, so they cannot 
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Figur e 4. 2. Axial nondimensional velocity profile at ~ = 8.0 in 
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The results of predictions of the present procedure compare quite 
well with those given by Blattner. 
2. Diverging channel testcase #1 
This testcase was based on another numerical calculation made by 
Blattner [12] using the slender channel equations, but in a diver ging 
channel. The geometry used for this testcase is given i n Figure 4.7, 
where E , h , and h are defined as given for the Blattner converging 
""'I' o a 
channel . The cosine curve of Equation (4.1) applies to the diverging 
section, ~, of this channel, where Hf and ~ now have values of 2.0 ft. 
and 12.0 , r espectively . The flow in the channel had an inlet Reynolds 
number of 100 based on the initial half height and the cent erline 
velocity of the parabolic initial velocity profile. 
A uniform 23x59 mesh was used in the computational domain with 6 ~ 
equal to 0. 25 and 6n equal to 0.05 . The boundary at which the initial 
profile was specified was located at a distance equal to the initial 
half height, h , upstream of the diffusing section in the symmetrical 
0 
channel, The downstream boundary was specified at a distance of 1.5 h 
0 
past the end of the diffusing section . 
The same under-relaxation and over-relaxation factors were used as 
in the converging channel, 0.3 and 1.5, respectively . The number of 
iterative sweeps through the pressure field after each sweep for the 
velocity field was also as indicated for the previous case . It nrust be 
remembered tha t complete convergence of the pressure field was not 
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Figure 4.7 . Diverging channel geometry 
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Fourteen global iterations were used in this t estcase to reduce the 
convergence parameter, Els~ !, to l ess than 0.07% of the total channel 
mass flow rate, m, at any cross-section. The CPU time r equired for 
these iterations was about 1.70 minutes. 
Comparisons of predictions given by this study for skin-friction 
coefficient along the channel and the velocity profile at a distance of 
~ equal to 12.0 with results given by Blottner [ 12] can be seen in 
Figures 4.8 and 4.9, respective ly. The nondimensional pressure solution 
in the present study compared with that given by Blottner is shown in 
Figure 4.10. The quantity P f was chosen such that the value of the r e 
2 
parameter (P-P f)/pU f was one at the start of the diverging section . re re 
A nondimensional displacement thickness along the channel is also 
r eported in Figure 4.11, but no data are available for comparison. 
3 . Diverging channe l t estcase #2 
Another t estcase used for comparison was flow in a diverging 
channel with flow separation computed by Blottner [12] using the s l ender 
channel equations. This t estcase has a geometry similar to that shown 
in Figure 4 . 7 . The values of h , h , and Hf are the same as in the o a 
previous diverging testcase. The length of the dive r ging section, ~T ' 
is now 10 .0. Again, the same cosine curve given in Equation (4.1) 
applies to the diverging section. The flow had a Reynolds number of 
100 based on the initial half height and the parabolic initial ve locity 
profile . 
As in the converging channel, a uniform mesh of 23x51 was used in 
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6n of 0.05 were used. The locations of the upstream initia l conditions 
and the downstream marching boundary were at a distance h upstream 
0 
and 1.5 h downstream of the diffusing section, respectively. 
0 
Like the other Blattner t estcases, an under-re l axation of 0.3 was 
used on the pressure sources and an over-relaxation factor of 1.5 was 
used in the calculation of the pressure field. The same number of sweeps 
of the pressure field were used as in the two previ ous Blottner cases . 
The number of global iterations necessary for a converged solution 
of the diverging channel with flow separation was 16 . The CPU time 
r equired for the se iterations was about 1.74 minutes. After 16 
iterations, the convergence parame ter, ~ls ~ I, was less than 0 .03% of the 
total flow, m, at any cross-section. 
A comparison is made be tween r esults given by Blattner and those 
obtained in this study for skin-friction coefficient, Cf' in Figure 4 . 12. 
Although no comparisons can be made , plots of the nondimensional pressure 
solution and the nondimensional displacement thickness are given in 
Figures 4.13 and 4.14, r espective ly. The quantity P f was chosen such re 
that the nondimensional pressure equalled one at the start of the 
diverging section of the channel . 
The results of thi s t estcase compare quite well with those reported 
by Blattner. 
4. Diverging channe l t estcase #3 
This t estcase was the diffuser flow comput ed by Moses et al. [13 ] . 
Moses e t al. computed r esults by solving for the boundary layer region 
(integral boundary layer equations) sinrultaneously with the outer, 
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Figure 4 . 12. Skin-friction distribution along diverging channel 
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Figur e 4.13. Centerline nondimensional pressure distribution along 
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Figure 4 . 14. Nondimensional displacement thickness distribution along 
diverging channel, testcase #2 , ST = 10.0 
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inviscid flow (Laplace's equation for the stream function). The height 
variation of the diverging section i s given by the equation 
2 
ha = [0.3 <f-) 
0 
3 





The height of the channel at the upstream boundary is 0.5 ft. and 
(4 . 2) 
increases to a height of 0.55 ft. at the end of the diverging section. 
The upstream initial velocity profile was input at a streamwise 
distance of h upstream of the diverging section , while the downstream 
0 
boundary was 2h from the end of the diverging section. The diverging 
0 
section was of length h • 
0 
Two nonuniform finite difference grids of 37x41 and 44x51 were used 
in the computational domain. The computational and convergence details 
given below are for the 37x41 grid. For the numerical mesh of 37x41, the 
grid in the ~ direction was uniform, while in the n direction, the grid 
was expanding away from the wall with an expansion ratio of 1.10 . This 
choice of grid provided a better resolution of the relatively thin 
initial boundary layer profile. 
The Reynolds number for this testcase was 6443 and was based on the 
centerline vel ocity in the initial profile and the initial half channe l 
height. 
Special care had t o be taken in the under-re laxation factor for 
this case. The first 27 iterative sweeps for the v e locity field solution 
r equired the use of a small under-relaxation of 0.05 on the pressure 
source terms. This value was then increased gradually to 0 . 30 as the 
solution tended toward convergence . If the under-relaxation factor was 
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increased too rapidly, the solution would fail. An over-relaxation of 
1 .5 was used for the pressure field throughout the calculation with no 
resulting problems. The number of iterative sweeps through the pressure 
field after each velocity solution ranged from 0 to 10. 
This calculation was terminated after 57 iterations to r educe the 
convergence parameter ~IS~I at any location in the flow domain to less 
than 0.06% of the mass flow, m. This required a CPU time of about 8.61 
minutes. 
The results of this testcase are compared with the results given by 
Moses et al. [13] for skin-friction coefficient based on the local 
centerline velocity and the nondimensional displacement thickness . The 
r esults are shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, respectively , The pressure 
distribution along the channel at various locations of constant n is 
also shown (Figure 4.17). The r eference pressure, p f' was chosen such re 
that the value of the nondimensional pressure parameter equalled zero at 
the centerline and 0,45 ft. upstream of the diverging section of the 
channel. The use of a r efined grid of 44x51 shows some differences in 
the calculation of the skin-friction coefficient (Figure 4 .15 ) . 
However, the r esults in nondimensional displacement thickness show 
little difference from the coarser gr id to the refined grid (Figure 4.16). 
Perhaps if a fine enough grid were used near the wall, there would be 
no difference in results if an even finer grid were used. 
The skin-friction coefficient has the same general shape as that 
given by Moses e t al . and in the previous testcases, except in the region 
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Figure 4.15. Skin-friction distribution (based on the local centerline ve locity) along the 
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Figure 4 . 16 . Nondimensional displacement thickness distribution along diverging channel , 
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thickness fall within the bounds of the results presented by Moses et al., 
who repeated the calculation for several different assumed velocity 
profiles. The results of this study indicate that the pressure gradient 
across the viscous boundary layer is significant and not equal to zero 
(Figure 4.17). This raises a question about the use of the Prandtl 
boundary layer equations in obtaining solutions in channels of variable 
cross-section. 
5. Diverging channel t estcase 414 
This t estcase utilizes the same geometry (see Equation (4.2) and 
Figure 4.7) as in the previous diverging channel case, but employs a 
fully-developed initial velocity profile instead of a thin boundary 
layer profile. The computation was carried out to determine the 
influence of the initial ve locity profile on the solution convergence 
rate and final calculated results. 
Two grids, 28x41 and 35x41, were used. The computational and 
convergence details given below are for the 28x41 grid. The 28x41 grid 
involved the use of uniform spacing in the ~ direction and a semiuniform 
grid in the n direction. The first nine points from the solid wall 
boundary were evenly spaced at nn equal to 0.016, while the r est were 
spaced using an expanding grid with an expansion ratio of 1.10. 
This testcase had a Reynolds number of 3125 based on the initial 
half height of the synnnetric channel and the centerline velocity of the 
initial profile. 
An under-relaxation factor of 0.3 and an over -re laxation factor of 
1.5 were used on the pressure source terms of the Poisson equation and 
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the pressure field, respectively. The number of sweeps through the 
pressure field after the velocity field calculation was completed ranged 
from 0 to 10 increasing as the solution neared convergence . 
Twenty- three iterations through the velocity field were used to 
reduce the convergence parameter, ~ls~I, at all locations to less than 
0.03% of the total flow, m. This required a CPU time of about 2.5 
minutes. 
The results of this testcase are reported in the form of skin-
friction coefficient based on the local centerline velocity and the 
nondimensional displacement thickness given in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, 
respectively. Figure 4.20 shows the pressure distribution at the wall 
along the channel. The nondimensional pressure parameter used a 
reference pressure, P f' located such that its value at the start of re 
the diverging section of the channel equalled zero. No data are 
available for a comparison of this testcase, but the results seem 
reasonable. 
The refined grid of 35x41 gave results that did not vary 
significantly from those given by the coarser grid solution (Figures 
4.18, 4.19, and 4.20). 
It can be seen that the initial profile is highly influential in 
obtaining a solution. It was far easier to obtain a solution for this 
diverging channel testcase than for the previous testcase which had a 
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Figure 4 . 18 . Skin-frict ion distribution (based on local centerline velocity) along diverging 
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Figure 4 . 19. Nondimensional displacement thickness distribution along diverging channel, 
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6. Constricted channel testcase 
In a paper written by Lee and Fung [14], predictions of flow through 
constricted blood vessels were r eported. To solve for this type of flow, 
Lee and Fung used the Navier-Stokes equations written in cylindrical 
polar coordinates. These equations were solved in terms of the Stokes 
stream function and vorticity. A conformal mapping was used to transform 
the flow domain into a rectangular region. The study included 
computations in constricted tubes at Reynolds numbers from 0 to 25. 
A constriction similar to that used by Lee and Fung is used in this 
study for a constricted two-dimensional channel (Figure 4.21) where ~ 
is a synnnetrical bell- shaped constriction given by 
h 
a (4 .3) 
This equation will give a channe l that constricts to half the initial 
channel height. This was thought to be a fairly difficult t estcase for 
the present procedure since there is a great variation in geometr y and 
large expected e lliptic effects. 
Computations were made using a Reynolds number based on an average 
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This form of Reynolds number was used in an attempt to obtain a flow 
situation similar to that calculated by Lee and Fung. Flows with 
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Figure 4.21. Constricting channe l geometry 
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the convergence criterion of AUCL/UoCL was used such that a maximum 
value less than 0.05% resulted. The convergence parameter, Els¢!' was 
less than 1.79% of the total mass flow, m, at any location. This value 
is large compared with the other testcases in thi s study, however, it 
is still relatively small . 
Only qualitative comparisons can be made since the area at the 
narrowest section of the constriction in a channel was half the initial 
height, while that of a tube was one-quarter the area upstream of the 
channel. 
Plots of the skin- friction , Cf, versus axial distance in the 
constricted channel for the two different Reynolds numbers can be seen 
in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 . Also, plots are given showing the results 
obtained by Lee and Fung (Figure 4.24). The same general trends can 
be seen in the r esults given by Lee and Fung as those obtained in this 
study . 
B. Convergence Characteristics 
One parameter use d in determining if a solution was approaching 
convergence was the sum of the absolute value of the nondimensional mass 
sources , E 1s¢1' at a particular streamwise location. This term 
represents the deficiency of the velocity distribution in satisfying mass 
continuity at each streamwise location. A converged solution is one in 
which this term is l ess than a prescribed fraction of the mass flow rate 
in the streamwise direction, m, at a streamwise location. It is assumed 
that a fractional value no greater than 0.1% is sufficient for 
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Figure 4.22 . Skin-friction distribution along constricting channel, 
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Figure 4 . 23 . Skin-fricti on dist ribution along constricting channel, 
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locations in the flow domain in order for a solution to be considered 
converged . 
The convergence parameter, (Ejs¢ l)/m, is plotted against the number 
of iterative swee ps of the flow domain at various streamwise locations 
in Figure 4.25 for the diverging channel t es tcase #4. 
The solution tends to diverge in the initia l sweeps and then 
rapidly converge . The convergence is shown to be monotonic in Figur e 4.25 
after 20 global iterations . The solution upstream and downstream of the 
section of variable cross-section starts with solutions that are alr eady 
close to convergence. 
Another parameter that is indicative of the convergence leve l of a 
particular solution i s the change in the nondimensional centerline 
velocity at any particular s treamwise loc ation between two consecutive 
marching integration sweeps . The parame ter 6UCL/U
0
CL is plotted against 
the number of iterative sweeps at various str eamwise locations in the 
flow domain in Figure 4.26. This is done for the Blottner conver ging 
channel testcase . A solution i s assumed to be converged when this 
value is less than 0 . 05%. 
The l evel of convergence is highl y dependent on the i mpr ovement i n 
the pressure solution be t ween two cycles. This, in turn, is dependent 
on the number of iterative sweeps made in solving the Poisson equation 
using successive over-re l axation by points be tween two cycles . The 
iterative pressure sweeps are increased as the number of global sweeps 
of the computational domain are increased. Also , the under-relaxation 
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constant or increased with each cycle. This means that a more nearly 
converged pressure s olution is used in the solution procedure with fewer 
changes in the ve locity field as the global iterations increase. These 
velocities are also satisfying continuity to a gr eater extent. Hence, 
the graphical r epresentation of the paramet e r s in Figures 4.25 and 4.26 
truly shows solution convergence . 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The partially-parabolized assumption imposed on the Navier-Stokes 
equations has been used to model internal channel flow in geometries of 
variable cross-section. This includes channel s with regions of 
reversed flow. The r esults from this study show good agreement with 
solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations and the Prandtl boundary-layer 
equations r eported by other investigators. Thus, the neglect of the 
strearnwise diffusion in the momentum equations appears to be a good 
assumption for the flows considered. 
In all testcases, there existed a pressure variation across the 
channel. The degree of influence of this pressure vari ation can be 
seen in the differences between results computed in this study and those 
computed by other investigators [ 12 , 13]. Therefore , it is believed 
that the higher order partially-parabolized Navier-Stoke s equations 
give a better solution. 
The solution algorithm was al so run with an analytical 
representation of the derivatives of h. This yielded bumpy results in 
r egions just before and just after the variable section , ~T' was 
encountered. 
For the majority of the f low s ituations considered, the solution 
procedure adopted in this study gave good r esults. However , there may 
be slight problems in flow situations that contain st eep velocity 
gradients near the wall and also with geometries that have steep slopes. 
Thes e problems may be r e lated to the use of a stagger e d grid . It is 
be lieve d that this does not reflect on the model used, but rather on 
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the method of solution. The best solutions r esu l t ed when the slope of 
the variable part of the channel was gradual and the initial profile 
was fully deve loped. Whe n either flow domains with large wall slopes 
or flows that contain large velocity gradients near the wall were 
computed, the r esulting mass sources wer e somewhat l arge. A r ather large 
number of iterations were necessary for these more difficult solutions . 
Also a small under-relaxation factor was necessary in calculating the 
source term of the Poisson equation in the initial iterative global 
sweeps. 
Another inter esting de tail that needs further study is the possible 
effect of grid aspect ratio on convergen ce rate and accuracy. 
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VIII . APPENDIX: LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM 
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THIS PROGRAM SOLVES THE PARTIALLY PARABOLIZED 
NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS FOR LAMINAR FLOWS INCLUDING 
REGIONS OF SEPARATION AND REATTACHMENT. 
THE PROGRAM IS SET UP TO HANDLE INTERNAL FLOWS IN CHAN -
NALS OF VARIABLE CROSS SECTION. 
THE PRESENT PROGRAM IS A MODIFIED VERSION OF THE CODE 
11PAPANS 11 DEVELOPED BY CHILUKURI. FURTHER MODIFICATIONS 
WERE MADE BY MADAVAN . 
THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST AND AN EXPLANATION OF THE INPUT 
PARAMETERS , IN THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY APPEAR ON THE 
READ STATEMENTS. 
ALL REAL VARIABLES ARE SPECIFIED IN THE FORMAT 7Gl0.4 








DESIGNATES THE AXIAL STATION INDEX (HCOUNT) 
AFTER WHICH THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
ARE TO BE SOLVED . FOR MOST CASES, 
SET TO 1. 
DESIGNATES MCOUNT AFTER WHICH THE GOVERNING 
EQUATIONS NEED NOT BE SOLVED. 
DESIGNATES MCOUNT AFTER WHICH CYCLIC ITER-
ATION IS DESIRED. IN GENERAL, SET TO 2. 
SAFETY PARAMETER, DESIGNATING THE MAXIMUM 
ALLOWABLE MCOUNT. SET EQUAL TO KPNS. 
FOR EXTERNAL PRESSURE GRADIENT FLOWS, THIS 
REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF FREESTREAH U 
VELOCITY INPUTS. FOR INTERNAL FLOWS, SET 
TO ANY POSITIVE VALUE. 
NUMBER OF GRID-POINTS IN THE n DIRECTION. 
FOR EXTERNAL PRESSURE GRADIENT FLOWS, THIS 
REPRESENTS THE NUMBER OF FREESTREAf1 V VELO-
CITY INPUTS. SET TO 0 FOR INTERNAL FLOWS 






































































DESIGNATES THE LOCATION (MCOUNT) OF THE 
BEGINNING OF THE VARIABLE CROSS SECTION. 
DESIGNATES THE LOCATION (MCOUNT) OF THE END OF 
THE VARIABLE CROSS SECTION. 
CONSTANT USED IN MAKING H NONDIMENSIONAL (FT). 
HEIGHT OF CHANNEL UPSTREAM OF THE VARIABLE 
CROSS SECTION (FT). 
HEIGHT OF CHANNEL DOWNSTREAM OF THE VARIABLE 
CROSS SECTION (FT). 
TOTAL LENGTH OF CHANNEL (FT). USED FOR NON-
DIMENSIONALIZATION. 
CONSTANT DISTANCE BETWEEN POINTS IN VARIABLE 
CROSS SECTION. 
SET EQUAL TO 1. IF ABBREVIATED OUTPUT IS 
REQUIRED. FOR DETAILED OUTPUT AT EACH 
STREAMWISE STATION, SET TO -1. 
BEGINNING CYCLE NUMBER FOR THIS RUN. SET 
EQUAL TO MIN. 
TOLERANCE ON STREAMWISE PRESSURE GRADIENT 
TO BE USED IN SECANT PROCEDURE WHEN ESTIMA-
TING THE INITIAL PRESSURE FIELD FOR THE 
FIRST CYCLE. 
SAFETY PARAMETER, DESIGNATING THE MAXIMUM 
AXIAL DISTANCE (FT.) BEYOND WHICH CALCULA-
TION WILL STOP. 
VELOCITY TO BE USED FOR NON-DIMENSIONALI-
-ZATION (FT/ SEC). 
ABSOLUTE VISCOSITY TO BE USED FOR NON-
DIMENSIONALIZATION (LBM/FT SEC). 
FREESTREAM DENSITY TO BE USED FOR NON-
DIMENSIONALIZATION (LBM/FT*'"3) 
RESEARCH PARAMETER, NO LONGER USED. SET 
TO ANY SMALL POSITIVE VALUE. 
NORMAL VELOCITY AT WALL. SET TO 0 . 
































































DISTANCE. US HOWEVER REMAINS FIXED. SET 
TO THE FREESTREAM VALUE AT FIRST AXIAL 
STATION . 
BEGINNING CYCLE NUMBER FOR THIS RUN. SET 
EQUAL TO GLOBE. 
FINAL CYCLE NUMBER FOR THIS RUN. VALUE 
CANNOT EXCEED MIN+4. SET TO MIN IF ONLY 
ONE CYCLE IS TO BE RUN. 
NUMBER OF ~ DISTANCES TO BE READ IN TO 
DETERMINE DETAILED PRINTOUT LOCATIONS. 
SET TO 0 IF REGULAR DIFFERENCING IS TO BE 
USED TO EVALUATE Fl AND F2 NEAR WALL. 
SET TO 1 IF ONE-SIDED DIFFERENCING IS TO BE 
USED . LATfER OPTION NEVER EXERCISED. 
J=l ,NPl . f,: DISTANCES WHERE DETAILED 
PRINTOUT IS DESIRED. 
J=l,LPOP. f,: DISTANCES FOR FREESTREAM 
U VELOCITY INPUT. 
J=l,LPOP . FREESTREAM U VELOCITY VALUES 
(FT/SEC) CORRESPONDING TO XU(J) VALUES. 
SET TO 0 IF ABBREVIATED OUTPUT IS REQUIRED 
WHEN SOLVING THE POISSON EQUATION FOR 
PRESSURE . SET TO 1 FOR DETAILED PRINTOUT. 
ZAP, IF SET TO 1, OVERRIDES NPRINT AND NO 
DETAILS ARE PRINTED. 
IF SET TO 0, FINAL CYCLE (MAX) IS COMPLETED 
AND CALCULATION TERMINATES AFTER POISSON 
EQUATION FOR PRESSURE IS SOLVED. IF SET TO 
1, THE FINAL CYCLE CALCULATION TERMINATES 
WITH THE MARCHING INTEGRATION SWEEP. 
IF SET TO 0 , CALCULATION OF THE BEGINNING 
CYCLE (MIN) STARTS WITH SOLVING THE POISSON 
EQUATION. IN THIS CASE, THE MARCHING 
SWEEP FOR THIS CYCLE MUST HAVE BEEN ALREADY 
CALCULATED AND THE RESULTS STORED ON UNIT 
10. CHOICE OF LSORl rs RELATED TO VALUE 
OF LSOR. SET TO 0 FOR FIRST CYCLE. 
SET TO 0 IF LEADING EDGE SINGULARITY IS TO 
BE SMOOTHED BY SPECIFYING ZERO U VELOCITY 































































1, U VELOCITY JUST AHEAD OF THE LEADING 
EDGE rs TO BE SET TO UREF VALUE. LATTER 
OPTION NEVER USED. 
OVER-RELAXATION FACTOR USED IN SOLVING THE 
POISSON EQUATION FOR PRESSURE BY THE METHOD 
OF SOR BY POINTS. 
WHEN POSITIVE, THIS REPRESENTS TOLERANCE 
ON THE TOTAL MASS FLOW RATE WHEN MAKING 
BLOCK ADJUSTMENTS ON PRESSURE. THIS OPTION 
USED ONLY AFTER CONVERGENCE HAS BECOME 
MONOTONIC. IF BLOCK ADJUSTMENTS ARE NOT 
REQUIRED, SET TO ANY NEGATIVE VALUE. 
MAKE SURE TOL IS SMALL WHEN POSITIVE TO 
AVOID IMPOSING OSCILLATIONS. 
UNDER-RELAXATION FACTOR FOR VELOCITIES. 
OPTION NEVER USED. SET TO 1.0 . 
J=l, INV. REPRESENTS DISTANCES FOR 
FREESTREAM V VELOCITY INPUT. NOT REQUIRED 
IF INV IS SET TO 0. 
J=l, INV . REPRESENTS FREESTREAM V VELOCITY 
VALUES (FT/SEC) CORRESPONDING TO XV(J). 
NOT REQUIRED IF INV IS SET TO 0. 
SET EQUAL TO NJ. 
RESEARCH PARAMETER, NEVER USED. SET TO 0. 
RESEARCH PARAMETER, NEVER USED. SET TO 0. 
SET TO 2. 
SET TO 0 IF FREESTREAM U, V VELOCITIES 
ARE SPECIFIED. SET TO 1 IF ONLY FREESTREAM 
U V~LUES ARE SPECIFIED AND AN IRROTATIONAL 
OUTER-EDGE BOUNDARY CONDITION IS TO BE 
USED ON THE V VELOCITIES. LATTER OPTION 
DOES NOT WORK TOO WELL . 
DECIDES DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY CONDITION. IF 
SET TO 0, NO DOWNSTREAM BOUNDARY CONDITION 
ON PRESSURE rs IMPOSED. IF SET TO 1, 
CONSTANT AXIAL PRESSURE GRADIENT CONDITION 
IS IMPOSED. IF SET TO -1, CONSTANT NORMAL 
PRESSURE GRADIENT CONDITION IS IMPOSED. 
IF SET TO 2, THE PRESSURE AT THE DOWNSTREAM 

































































IF SET TO 0, SECANT PROCEDURE USED WHEN 
NECCESSARY. IF SET TO 1, SECANT PROCEDURE 
IS BYPASSED, EVEN IN THE FIRST CYCLE. IF 
IRROT IS SET TO 1, THIS MUST BE SET TO 1. 
IN GENERAL, USE FIRST OPTION. 
REPRESENTS AXIAL DISTANCE FROM LEADING 
EDGE (FT.) AT WHICH CALCULATION BEGINS. 
IF CALCULATION BEGINS AT LEADING EDGE, SET 
TO 0. 
J=l,NBEGIN+l. REPRESENTS GRID LOCATIONS. 
THIS SPACING IS OVERRIDDEN BY SUBROUTINE 
STEPY. 
J=l,NBEGIN. STARTING U VELOCITY PROFILE 
AT UPSTREAM BOUNDARY. 
J=l,NBEGIN+l. STARTING V VELOCITY PROFILE 
AT UPSTREAM BOUNDARY. NOTE THAT THE AXIAL 
LOCATION OF THIS PROFILE IS SLIGHTLY DIF-
FERENT THAN THAT FOR U VELOCITY PROFILE . 
SET TO MCOUNT VALUE BEYOND WHICH THE 2D 
U, V VELOC ITY ARRAY STORAGE IS REQUIRED. 
FOR SEPARATED FLOWS SET TO THE MCOUNT VALUE 
SLIGHTLY AHEAD OF SEPARATION POINT . FOR 
NON-SEPARATING FLOWS, SET EQUAL TO KPNS. 
ALSO SEE EXPLANATION FOR MSEP2. 
SET TO MCOUNT VALUE BEYOND WHICH 2D U, V 
VELOCITY ARRAY IS NOT REQUIRED . FOR SEP-
ARATING FLOWS, SET TO HCOUNT VALUE SLIGHTLY 
BEYOND REATTACHMENT. FOR NON-SEPARATING 
FLOWS, SET TO KPNS. 
SET EQUAL TO KPNS. 
SET TO 0. 
IF SET TO 1, HYBRID DIFFERENCING SCHEME IS 
USED. IF SET TO 0, PURE UPWI ND OR CENTRAL 
DIFFERENCING IS USED DEPENDING ON THE MESH 
REYNOLDS NUMBER. 
NUMBER OF GAUSS-SIEDEL SWEEPS TO BE CARRIED 
OUT WHEN SOLVING THE POISSON EQUATION FOR 























































FOR LATER CYCLES, SET TO A VALUE GREATER 
THAN OR EQUAL TO 3. THIS rs IMPORTANT AS 
OTHERWISE PROGRAM WILL ABORT. 
NUMBER OF TIMES THE PRESSURE rs REVISED 
AT EACH AXIAL STATION DURING EACH CONVEN-
TIONAL ITERATION OF THE SOR ~1ETHOD WHEN 
SOLVING THE POISSON EQUATION FOR PRESSURE. 
UNDER-RELAXATION FACTOR TO BE USED ON THE 
PRESSURE GRADIENTS AFfER EACH MARCHING-
- INTEGRATION SWEEP. 
NOTE THAT ONE CARD WITH NG, NT, FACl 
VALUES IS REQUIRED FOR EACH CYCLE. 









USED ONLY IF LSORl rs SET TO 0. THIS UNIT 
SHOULD THEN CONTAIN THE RESULTS OF THE 
CYCLE JUST PRECEEDING THE BEGINNING CYCLE. 
WILL CONTAIN THE RESULTS OF THE FIRST 
CYCLE. IF THE MARCHING INTEGRATION SWEEP 
FOR THE BEGINNING CYCLE HAS ALREADY BEEN 
CARRIED OlIT AND CALCULATION IS TO BEGIN BY 
SOLVING THE POISSON EQUATION FOR PRESSURE, 
THIS UNIT SHOULD CONTAIN RESULTS OF THAT 
SWEEP . 
WILL CONTAIN RESULTS OF THE SECOND (MIN+l) 
CYCLE. 
WILL CONTAIN RESULTS OF THE THIRD (MIN+2) 
CYCLE. 
WILL CONTAIN RESULTS OF THE FOURTH (MIN+3 ) 
CYCLE. 
WILL CONTAIN RESULTS OF THE FIFTH (MIN+4) 
CYCLE. 
WILL CONTAIN THE 2D U, V VELOCITY ARRAY 
FOR SEPARATED FLOW CALCULATIONS OR WHEN 
USING THE FULL NS EQUATIONS. 
UNIT 25, 26 THESE ARE "WORK-AREA" DATASETS NEEDED WHEN 
109 
C SOLVING THE POISSON EQUATION FOR PRESSURE. 
c 
c ************~'rl:****-ln':**-lr:-1:>'<*********"-'<******************** 
C HAIN PROGRAM 
C TiiE MAIN PROGRAM HANDLES INPUT, INITIALISATION, 
C UPDATING, OUTPUT . A DO LOOP EXECUTES AS MANY CYCLES 





DIMENSION XU(200),YU (200) , 
1 DU(200),DV(200),DY(200),XP3 (50),XP4(30) 
1 ,YV(200),XV(200),D2(200) 






1AF1 (200) ,AF2 (200) ,FI1(200),FI2(200),CV0(4,200) 





















1DECHV(200),DDECHU(200) , DDECHV (200) 
COMMON/UNDER/WW 
ICOUNT=O. 







READ(S,105 ) US,XMUS,RHOS,DELY,VW,UREF 
100 FORMAT(80H 
1 ) 




C PRINTOUT OF INPUT VARIABLES 
WRITE(6,7000) LPNS,KPNS,JPNS,NLMT,LPOP,NJ,INV 
7000 FORMAT(/5X, 'LPNS=' ,I6,5X, 'KPNS=' ,I6,5X, 'JPNS=' ,I6, 5X, 
1 ' NI.MT=' , I 6 , 
1 5X, 'LPOP=' ,I6,5X, 'NJ=' ,I6,5X, 'INV=' ,I6) 
WRITE(6,289) NX,NZ,HKONST,CONST,CKONST,EL,DELXD 
289 FORMAT(/,5X, 'NX=' ,I6,SX, 'NZ=' ,I6,5X, 'HKONST=' ,G12.4,2X, 
1 'CONST=' ,Gl2.4,2X, 'CKONST= ' ,G12 .4,2X, 'EL=' ,G12.4,2X, 
1 'DELXD=' ,G12 .4) 
WRITE(6,7001) ZAP,GLOBE,TOLERC,XE 
7001 FORMAT(/SX, 'ZAP=' ,Gl2.4,5X, 'GLOBE=' ,G12 .4 ,5X, 'TOLERC=' 
1,G12.4,5X, 'XE=' ,G12 . 4) 
WRITE(6,7013) US,XMUS,RHOS,DELY,VW,UREF 
7013 FORMAT(/ SX, 'US=' ,G12.4,SX, 'XMUS=' ,G12.4,2X, 'RHOS=', 
1G12.4,2X, 'DELY=' 
c 
1 ,Gl2 . 4,2X, 'VW= ' ,G12 . 4,2X, 'UREF=' ,G12.4) 
READ (S, 110) MIN,MAX 
WRITE(6,7014) MIN,MAX 
7014 FORMAT(SX, 'GLOBAL ITERATIONS' ,I3, 'TO' ,I3) 
READ (S, 110 ) NPl,NWALL 
READ(5 ,105)(XP3(J),J=l,NP1) 
WRITE(6,7018 ) NPl,NWALL 




READ(S,110) NPRINT, LSOR,LSORl,LEAD 
READ(S,105) FAC,TOL 
c 
READ (5, 105) WW 
WR1TE(6,442) WW 
442 FORMAT(2X , 'WW=' ,G14.5) 
WRITE(6,109) NPRINT,LSOR,LSORl,LEAD,FAC,TOL 
109 FORMAT(SX, 'NPRINT=' ,13,SX, 'LSOR=' ,I3,5X, 'LSORl=' ,I3,5X, 




IF(INV.NE.0) GO TO 12 
























9092 FORMAT(5X, 'NBEGIN=' ,I5,3X, 'XBEGIN=' ,Gl4.5,SX, 1 NSPALD= 1 
1 ,I5,5X, 1 NPRATP 1 ,IS,5X, 'NIRROT' ,I5,5X, 'IRROT' ,15,SX, 
1 I NDOWN I , I 5 ) 
9093 FORMAT(5X, 1 YB (J) 1 /(8Gl4.5) ) 
9094FORMAT(5X, 1 UB(J) 1 /(8Gl4.5)) 






C NOTE : FOR FULL NS CALC SET NSFULL=l; FOR PPNS SET =O 
C NOTE : FOR HYBRID DlFF SCHEME SET NHYBRD=l; FOR UPWIND 
C SET =O 
IF (NSFULL.EQ.l) MSEP1=2 
IF (NSFULL.EQ.l) MSEP2=KPNS 
MSPDIF=MSEP2-MSEP1+1 
IF (GLOBE.LE .I. ) GO TO 10 
DO 11 I=MSEP1,MSEP2 
READ (16) (USEP(I,J),J=l,NJP),(VSEP(I,J),J=l,NJP) 
11 CONTINUE 
REWIND 16 





9089 FORMAT(5X, 'USEP AT MCOUNT=' ,14) 
10 STORE=UREF 
DO 111 LGLOBE=HIN,MAX 
ICOUNT=ICOUNT+l 
UREF=STORE 








IF CJ .GT.NJ) UB(J)=UB(NJ) 
















HCOUNT = 0 
NPC = 1 
DELXP=l.OE -10 










DELY = DELY•"'XCONV 
C INITIALIZE X DISTANCE TO 0.0 
PCON=lE-03 
DXDIS = 0.0 
XDIST=O. 
UREFl = UREF 
UREF2 = UREF 
RHRF = RHOS 







DO lS J= 2,200 
U(J) = UREF/US 
D(J) = U(J) 
Ul(J)=U(J) 
D2(J)=O.O 
V(J) = 0.0 
IF(NBEGIN . LE.O) GO TO lS 
U(J)=UB(J)/US 
V(J)=VB (J) / US 
Ul(J)=U(J) 
Vl(J)=V(J) 




WRITE(6,1004 ) (Y(J),J=l,NJ) 
WRITE(6,1004) (U(J) ,J=l ,NJ) 
READ(S,1112) NG,NT,FACl 
113 
1112 FORMAT (2I6,G l 0.3) 
WRITE(6,1113) LGLOBE,NG,NT ,FAC l 
1113 FORMAT(/SX, ' LGLOBE=' ,IS, 'NG=' ,IS, 'NT=' ,IS, ' FACl=' ,Gl4.S ) 
c 
IF((LSORl .NE.O) .AND .(LGLOBE.EQ . MIN)) GO TO 180 
c 
C BEGIN COMPUTATION LOOP 
191 CONTINUE 
C MCOUNT= NUMBER OF STEPS IN X TAKEN. 
MCOUNT = HCOUNT+l 
c 




IF(HCOUNT.GT. 1) GO TO 876S 
CALL EEACHE (DELXD,KPNS,NJ) 
876S CONTINUE 
IF(HCOUNT.EQ.2)GO TO 1033 
GO TO 1032 
1033 WRITE(6,1034)(ECHU(J) , J=l ,KPNS) 
WRITE(6,1035)(ECHV(J),J=l,KPNS) 
1034 FORMAT(SX , 1 ECHU(HCOUNT) 1 /(8G14 .5)) 


















IF(MCOUNT.EQ.1) GO TO 8283 
C CALCULATE PRESSURE GRADIENT 
8317 PCON=UREF*(UREF-UREFl)/(DELX*US*US) 
IF (ABS(PCON).LT .. 01) PCON=O.O 
IF(ZAP .GE.1.0) GO TO 8460 
WRITE(6,728) MCOUNT,XXF,XUX,PCON,UREFl,VlREF 
728 FORMAT( ' *****HCOUNT= ' ,I4, ' **"': XXF=' ,Gl2 .5,3X, 'XUX=' ,G12.5 
1 ,3X, 'PCON=' ,G12.5,3X, 'UREFl=' ,G12.5,3X, 'VlREF=' ,G12.5) 
8460 CONTINUE 
8283 CONTINUE 
IF(MCOUNT.EQ.LPNS) WRITE(6,1111) MCOUNT,XDIST 
1111 FORMAT(/3X, I MCOUNT =' ,I6,3X, 'XDIST (NONDIM) = I ,G14.5, 
1 'PARABOLISED NAVIER STOKES EQNS'/) 
c 
C SOLVES FOR NEW U,V USING UVEL3,SOLVER,CORREC AND 





IF(IRROT.EQ.O) GO TO 1561 







C WATFIV--GO TO STATEMENT REQD SINCE EPSJ UNDEF FOR HCOUNT=l 






IF(MCOUNT.EQ.l) GO TO 384 
c 







IF(FlSTR.GT.F2STR) GO TO 8311 
LLJSTR=NJP-1 
GO TO 8312 
8311 LLJSTR=NJP 
8312 SUMSTR=O . O 
LLJSTR=NJP-2 
DO 8313 L=l,LLJSTR,2 
J=NJP-L+l 


















C DELTASTAR CALCULATION (INTEGRATION UPTO MAXIMUM U-VELOCITY) 
c 
NXX=lO 
DO 8310 1=10,NJ 
J=NJP-L+l 
IF (Ul(J-1).GE.Ul(J)) NXX=NXX+l 






IF(F1STR.GT.F2STR) GO TO 8308 
LLJSTR=NXX- 1 





DO 8306 L=l ,LLJSTR,2 
J=NJP-L+l 
YAlSTR= (Y (J) -Y (J-1) )•\-ECHU (MCOUNT) 
IF(J.EQ.NJP) YAlSTR= (Y(J) -Y(J-l) )*ECHU (MCOUNT)/2. 







IF(J .EQ .NJP) YlSTR=l. 
Y2STR=l.-Ul(J-1) /U l(NZP) 




IF(FlSTR.GT.F2STR) GO TO 8305 
DST =SUMSTR+(Y(NZP+l ) -Y(NZP))*ECHU(MCOUNT)*.5*(1. 
1 -Ul (NZP+l )/Ul(NZP)) 
GO TO 8441 
8305 DST=SUMSTR+ (Y(NZP+2) -Y (NZP+l ))*ECHU(MCOUNT)*.5*(2. 
1 -Ul(NZP+2)/Ul(NZP)-Ul(NZP+l )/Ul(NZP)) +(Y(NZP+l) 
1 -Y(NZP))*ECHU(MCOUNT)*.5*(1.-Ul(NZP+l )/Ul(NZP)) 
8441 DSTALT=DST/XCONV/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
CF=XMUS*2 . irUl (NJ)*US*2. ,._.XCONV / (Y(NJP)-Y (NJ)) /RHOS 
1 /ECHU(MCOUNT)/Ul(NZP)**2 
CFPLOT=XMUS*2. / RHOS /US**2*(1. /EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)*(EL*(Y(NJ) 
1 -Y(NJ- 1))/2.*DECHV(MCOUNT)*Vl(NJ))/((Y(NJP)-Y(NJ)) /2 . 
1 +(Y(NJ)-Y(NJ -1))/2.) -Y(NJ )*DECHV(MCOUNT)/(EL+EL*(Y(NJ) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT))**2)*(Ul(NJ) -U(NJ))/DELXU-Y(NJ) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT- 1)/ (EL**2+(Y(NJ)~'<EL*DECHU(MCOUNT-1) )**2) 
1 *(EL*Y(NJ)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*Vl(NJ) -EL*Y(NJ)*DECHV(MCOUNT-1) 
1 *V(NJ))/DELX) 
CFCOR=-(Ul(NJ-1)-Ul (NJ)*((Y(NJP) -Y(NJ) )/2.+(Y(NJ) 
1 -Y(NJ-1)))**2/((Y(NJP)-Y(NJ ))/2.)**2)/((Y(NJP) 
1 -Y(NJ) )/2. +(Y(NJ)-Y(NJ-l )))*(Y(NJP)-Y(NJ))/2 . 
1 /(Y(NJ) -Y(NJ-1)) 
CFCOR=XMUS*2.*CFCOR/ECHU(MCOUNT)/ RHOS/Ul(NZP)**2 
DXDISD=XDIST/XCONV 





7777 FORMAT(5X, ' PCON ' ,Gl4.5 ,3X, ' DXDISD' ,G14.5,3X, 'MCOUNT' 
1,I5,3X, 
1 'UW' ,Gl4.5,3X, 'Ul(NJ)' ,Gl4.5,3X, 'DELX' ,Gl4.5/3X, 
1 'DELXP' ,Gl4.5,3X, 'UREFl' ,Gl4. 5,3X, 'EPSJ' ,Gl4.5,3X, 
1 'EPSMJ' ,Gl4.5,3X, ' CF' ,Gl4.5,3X, 'DUX' ,Gl4.5/3X, 'DELXM' 
1 ,Gl4.5,3X, 'DELTASTAR' ,G14.5,3X, 'DSTARND' ,Gl4 .5 
1 ,3X, 'NXX' ,I5,3X, 1 DSTALT 1 ,G14.5,3X, 'CFCOR ' ,G14. 5) 
WRITE(6, 7778) EPSU,JM,PJ1,Jl,PJ2,J2,PJ3,J3,PNJ,CFPLOT 
7778 FORMAT (5X, 'EPSU' ,F6.2,3X, ' JM' ,I3,3X, 'PJl I ,F6.2,3X, 'Jl I 
c 
1 ,I3,3X, 'PJ2' ,F6.2,3X, 'J2' ,I3,3X, ' PJ3 ' ,F6 .2 ,3X, 'J3' ,I3,3X, 
1 ' PNJ ' ,F6.2,3X, 1 CFPLOT 1 ,Gl4.5) 
C DETERMINE PRINTOUT LOCATION 
888 IF(U1(2))815,815,384 
815 NEG=NEG+l 
IF(NEG.EQ.2)GO TO 61 
384 CONTINUE 
IF(NPC.GT.NPl) GO TO 180 
117 




GO TO 61 
c 
61 WRITE(6,100) 
WRITE(6,1000) US, XMUS, RHOS, UREF, MCOUNT, XCONV, 
lWDEL,KJDEL 
C DIMENSIONALIZE. 
201 DDELY = DELY/XCONV 
REX = RHRFl*UREFl*XDIST/(XMUS *XCONV) 
DXDIS = XDIST/XCONV 
DDELX = DELX/XCONV 
DDELXM=DELXM/XCONV 
DDXY=(DDELX/Y(2))*XCONV 
DVW = VW 
DUREF = UREFl 
C PRINTOUT ALL NECESSARY VARIABLES. 
WRITE(6,1001)DDELY,DDELX,DVW,DDELXM,DUREF,DXDIS,REX,DDXY 
1000 FORMAT(//SX,SHUS = ,F8.2,2X,6HMUS = ,G14.S,2X,7HRHOS = 
1,G14.5,2X, 
17HUREF = , F10.2,2X,10HMCOUNT = ,IS,2X,/SX,8HXCONV = 
1 ,Gl4 .5,2X,8HLJDEL = ,I3,2X,8HKJDEL = ,I3) 
1001 FORMAT(//SX,7HDELY = ,G14 .5,2X,7HDELX = ,Gl4.S,2X, 
lSHVW = ,G14.5 ,8HDELXM = ,G14 .S, 
12X/7HUREF = ,G14.5,2X,8HXDIST = ,G14.5,2X, 'REX' ,Gl4.5 
1,2X,7HDDXY = ,Gl4 .5/) 
211 DO 214 J=l,NJ 
DY(J) = Y(J)/XCONV 
DU(J) =Ul(J)>""US 

















UREF2 = UREF 











D(J) = U(J) 
UM(J)=U(J) 
VM (J)=V(J) 
U(J) = Ul(J) 
V(J) = Vl(J) 
IF ((MCOUNT.LT. MSEP1 ).0R.(MCOUNT.GT.MSEP2)) GO TO 9 





IF ((MCOUNT.LT.MSEP1 ).0R.(MCOUNT.GT.MSEP2)) GO TO 327 
WRITE(6,8101) 
8101 FORMAT(/,2X,4HUSEP) 
WRITE(6,8100) (USEP (MCOUNT,J),J=l,NJ) 
327 CONTINUE 
8100 FORMAT(3X,9Gl2.4) 
C SAFETY MEASURES 
c 
IF (NJ-200) 301 ,180,180 
301 IF(DXDIS-XE)BOl,180,180 
801 IF(MCOUNT.GE.NLMT) GO TO 180 




IF(ICOUNT.EQ.1) REWIND 10 
IF(ICOUNT.EQ.2) REWIND 11 
IF(ICOUNT.EQ.3) REWIND 12 
IF(ICOUNT.EQ.4) REWIND 13 
IF(ICOUNT.EQ.5) REWIND 15 
WRITE(6,1721) LGLOBE,EPS,EPSM 
1721 FORMAT (/5X, 'LGLOBE=' ,I5,3X, 'EPS=' ,G14 .5,5X, 'EPSM=' ,G14.5 ) 
WRITE(6,1009) 
1009 FORMAT(lHl ) 
DO 8 I=MSEP1 ,MSEP2 





IF ((LSOR .NE.O). AND. (LGLOBE .EQ.MAX))GO TO 111 
CALL SOR 








C SUBROUTINE YMOH 
C CALLING PROGRAM : MAIN 
C HANDLES I/O FROM DISK DURING MARCHING-INTEGRATION 
C SWEEP, CALLS SUBROUTINES TO SOLVE MOMENTUM EQUATIONS, 










1 P(200),Pl(200) , P2(200), 
1 Fl(200), F2(200), FI 1(200),FI2(200),CV0(4,200) 




























IF(HCOUNT.EQ.l) GO TO 1 
GO TO 2 
1 CONTINUE 
AFLOW=UREF*(Y(NJ) -Y(l) ) 
IF (LEAD . NE. 1) AFLOW=AFLOW-UREF•\-(Y (2) -Y ( 1) ) / 2. 
c 
IF(NBEGIN.GT.0) GO TO 301 
GO TO 205 
301 AFLOW=O. 
121 
DO 302 J=2,NJN 
AFLOW=AFLOW+U(J)*(Y(J+l)-Y(J-1))/2.*ECHU (MCOUNT)/ECHU(l) 
302 CONTINUE 






IF(GLOBE.GT.1.) GO TO 203 
211 CONTINUE 









IF(GLOBE.EQ.1) GO TO 202 
IF(ICOUNT.EQ.1) MDISK=9 
IF(ICOUNT.EQ.2) MDISK=lO 
IF(ICOUNT.EQ .3 ) MDISK=ll 
IF(ICOUNT.EQ . 4) MDISK=12 
IF(ICOUNT.EQ.5) MDISK=13 
IF(MCOUNT.EQ.JPNS) READ(MDISK) NJ, (Pl(J),J=l,NJP),DELX 
1 ,DELXM,DELXP,MCOUNT 
1,XXF,(Ul(J),J=l,NJP),(Fl(J),J=l,NJ), (F2(J),J=l,NJ) 
1, (SP(J) ,J=l,NJ) 





C WATFIV-- DO LOOP BELOW CHANGED TO NJ FROM NJP. 
c OTHERWISE SPl(NJP) rs UNDEFINED 




















IF(GLOBE.EQ.1.) GO TO 918 
IF(MCOUNT.EQ.2) GO TO 917 
GO TO 918 
917 CONTINUE 





IF(DELP.EQ.O.) GO TO 500 
DO 971 J=l,NJP 
971 P2(J)=P2(J)+DELP 
500 CONTINUE 
C SECANT PROCEDURE FOR GLOBE.GT . I 
c 
IF((MCOUNT.EQ.KPNS).AND.(NDOWN.NE .O)) GO TO 501 
GO TO 502 
501 CONTINUE 
IF(NDOWN.EQ.-1) GO TO 503 
IF(NDOWN.EQ.2) GO TO 508 
NA=NJ/2 
FlA=Fl (NA) 
DO 504 J=2,NJ 
504 P2(J)=Pl (J)+F1A*DELXP 
GO TO 507 
508 DO 509 J=2,NJ 
509 P2(J)=P (J)-(P(J)-Pl(J) )*(DELX+DELXP)/DELX 
507 P2(1 )=P2(2 ) 
P2 (NJP)=P2 (NJ-1)-(P2 (NJ-1)-P2(NJ))*(Y(NJ-l ) 
1 -Y (NJP))/(Y(NJ -1)-Y (NJ)) 




















IF(MCOUNT.LE.4) WRITE(6,4005) (Ul(J),J=l,NJP) 
IF(MCOUNT.LE.4) WRITE(6,4004)(Vl(J),J=l,NJP) 
CALL CORREC(AM) 
IF(GLOBE.EQ.l.) GO TO 214 
EPSU=O. 
JM=O 
C WATFIV--TROUBLE WHEN MCOUNT=2 AND GLOBE GT 1, BECAUSE 
C UOLD(J) IS THEN UNDEFINED 
C FOLLOWING DO LOOP ADDED TO ALLOW WATFIV TO PROCEED 
DO 274 J=2,NJ 
IF (MCOUNT.EQ.JPNS) UOLD(J)=Ul(J) 
274 CONTINUE 
DO 212 J=2,NJ 






IF(ABS(PERCJ).GT.ABS(EPSU)) GO TO 213 






C WATFIV--IJK NEEDS TO BE DEFINED BEFORE POISON IS CALLED . 













IF(ICOUNT.EQ . 2) MDISK=ll 









1,(Fl(J),J=l,NJ) , (F2(J),J=l,NJ) 
1,(SP(J),J=l,NJ) 
IF(GLOBE.EQ.1.) GO TO 920 
C WATFIV--TROUBLE, FFl(NJP) IS UNDEFINED. SO IN DO LOOP 
C CHANGE HAS BEEN MADE TO NJ INSTEAD OF NJP 
c 






IF((MCOUNT.EQ.KPNS).AND.(LDISK.LT. 1)) GO TO 3333 
IF(ZAP.GE.1.) GO TO 3334 
IF(IABS(5*ILK-MCOUNT).LT . . 001) GO TO 3333 
GO TO 3334 
3333 CONTINUE 
IF(MCOUNT.EQ.KPNS) GO TO 3334 
WRITE(6 ,4000)(Fl(J),J=l, NJ) 
















IF(NDOWN.EQ.2) GO TO 13 
DO 12 J=2,NJ 
12 Pl(J)=Pl(J)+DELXP*Fl(J) 
GO TO 15 
13 DO 14 J=2,NJ 
14 Pl(J)=P(J)-(P(J) - Pl(J))*(DELX+DELXP)/DELX 
15 Pl (1 )=Pl (2) 
Pl(NJP)=Pl(NJ-1) - (Pl(NJ-l)-Pl(NJ))*(Y(NJ-1) 
1 -Y(NJP))/(Y(NJ-1) -Y(NJ)) 
WRITE(6,1008) (Pl (J),J=l,NJ) 
GO TO 11 
1004 FORMAT(SX, 1 Pl(J) 1 /(7G15 .7 )) 
1007 FORMAT(SX, 'p (J) ' /(7G15.7)) 
1008 FORMAT(SX, 'P2(J)'/(7G15.7)) 
4000 FORMAT(SX, 1 Fl(J) 1 /(7G15.7)) 
4004 FORMAT(SX, 1 Vl(J) 1 /(7G15.7)) 






C SUBROUTINE SECANT 
C CALLING PROGRAM : YMOM 
C HANDLES SECANT ITERATION TO SATISFY TOTAL MASS FLOW 
C CONSTRAINT IN CHANNEL WHEN ESTABLISHING ESTIMATED 
C PRESSURE FIELD FOR FIRST MARCHING-INTEGRATION SWEEP 
C AND ALSO IF MAKING BLOCK ADJUSTMENTS ON PRESSURE 






























IF(NSECA.NE.O) GO TO 508 
GO TO 509 
508 CONTINUE 
IF(GLOBE .GT.l. ) GO TO 506 
DO 510 J=l,NJP 
P2(J)=Pl(J)+PCON*DELXP 
510 CONTINUE 
GO TO 506 
509 CONTINUE 
IF((BLOCK.EQ .l ).AND.(TOL.LT.O))GO TO 506 
GO TO 507 





IF(BLOCK.EQ.1) GO TO 502 
IF(ABS(PCON).LT .. 05) PCON=PCON3 
PCONl=PCON 
C WATFIV- -PO(J) NEEDS TO BE DEFINED TO PREVENT PROBLEMS IN 
C FINDING DELP AT LAST LINE OF THE PROGRAM . 
C NEXT 3 LINES ARE FOR WATFIV 
DO 11 J=l ,NJP 
IF (BLOCK.EQ.0.0) PO(J)=P2(J) 
11 CONTINUE 
GO TO 19 
502 CONTINUE 
PCON=O.O 




IF(BLOCK .EQ.1) GO TO 504 
DO 20 J=l,NJP 
P2(J)=Pl(J)+DELXP*PCON 
20 CONTINUE 
GO TO 505 







IF (NIRROT.EQ.2) GO TO 601 
IF(NIRROT.EQ.O) GO TO 601 
DA=Y(NJN)-Y(NJNN) 
DB=Y(NJ)-Y(NJN) 
P2NJ = P2(NJN) +(P2(NJN)-P2(NJNN))*DB/DA 








DO 80 J=2,NJN 
80 FLOW=Ul(J)*(Y(J+l)-Y(J-1))/2.*ECHU(MCOUNT)/ECHU (l)+FLOW 
FLOW=FLOW+Ul(NJ)* (Y(NJ) -Y (NJN))*ECHU(MCOUNT)/ECHU(l) 
FLOW=FLOW+VlREF*DELXU 
F3=FLOW-AFLOW 
IF(ZAP. LT. 1.) 
1 WRITE(6 ,4003) PCON,F3,FLOW,AFLOW,ITER,PlNJ,P2NJ,VlREF 
IF((BLOCK.EQ.O).AND.(ABS(F3).LT.TOLERC)) GO TO 120 
128 
IF((BLOCK.EQ.1).AND.(ABS(F3).LT.TOL)) GO TO 120 
4003 FORMAT( 5X, 'PCON' ,G12.5, 'F3' ,G12.5, 'FLOW' ,G12.5, 
l'AFLOW' ,Gl2.5, 'ITER ',I3, 'PlNJ' ,G12.5, 'P2NJ' ,Gl2.5, 
1 'VlREF' ,G12.5) 
IF(ITER.EQ.1) UF1=F3 
IF(ITER.EQ.2) UF2=F3 
IF(ITER.EQ.1) GO TO 10 




905 IF(F5-0.) 906,100,907 
906 UF1=F3 
PCONl=PCON4 
IF(ITER.GT.15) GO TO 100 
GO TO 30 
903 PCON2=PCON4 
UF2=F3 
IF(ITER.GT.15) GO TO 100 





IF(ITER .GT.15) GO TO 100 
GO TO 30 
10 ITER=ITER+l 
PCON2=PCON*ABS( FLOW/AFLOW) 
IF(MCOUNT .EQ . 2) PCON2=-.0l 
IF((BLOCK.EQ . 1.).AND.(ITER.EQ.2)) PCON2=.0l*(P2(2) 
1 -Pl(2)) 
PCON=PCON2 
GO TO 19 
30 DENM=ABS(UF2-UF1) 
IF(DENM.LT.(TOLERC*.01)) GO TO 31 























C SUBROUTINE UVEL3 
C CALLING PROGRAM : SECANT 
C SOLVES X-MOMENTUM EQUATION IN TRANSFORMED COORDI -






COMMON/ARRAYS/Y(200),V(200),V1(200),U(200),U1(200 ) , 
1 P(200),P1(200),P2(200 ), 
1 F1(200), F2(200),FI1(200),FI2(200 ),CV0(4,200) 
1 ,CP0(4,200),USEC(200),USEC1(200),VSEC1(200) ,VSEC2(200), 
1UM(200),VM(200),SP(200),SP1(200 ),USEP(60,100 ),VSEP(60,100) 
COMMON/VAR/DELX, DELXP, DELXF, DELXPF, UREFl, UREF, VlREF, 
lVRFF,NWALL,DELXM, 
1PCON,PCON3,MCOUNT,XXF,NJF,XV,VEDGE,NPV, 
1 RHOS ,xt1US,NJ,US, VW,TOLERC,DELT,DELT1,LJDEL ,KJDEL,LPNS, 
1 KPNS,JPNS,GLOBE,INV,AFLOW,XCONV,XRE 
COMMON/GLOBAL/ICOUNT,MIN,MAX,ZAP 






COMMON/ ACHE/ECHV (200), ECHU (200) ,DECHU (200), 





C WATFIV: THIS DEFINITION OF USEC REQD FOR MCOUNT=2 
C FOLLOWING 3 CARDS REQD FOR WATFIV TO WORK 
DO 10 J=l, NJP 




IF (MCOUNT.LE.2) GO TO 68 
RATIOX=DELXUM/DELXU 
RATVX=DELXM/DELX 
SECDX=l. / (RATIOX>'• (RATIOX+l. )*DELXU) 
SECVDX=l./(RATVX*(RATVX+l. )*DELX) 
68 Ul(NJP)=-Ul(NJ) 









DO 45 J=2,NJ 
NEGPOS=O 
YDEl = Y(J+l) -Y(J) 
YDE2 = Y(J)-Y(J- 1) 
YDE3 = YDEl+YDE2 
131 






IF((MCOUNT.LT.MSEP1).0R . (MCOUNT.GT.MSEP2)) GO TO 21 
C WATFIV- - USEP NEEDS DEFINITION FOR MCOUNT=3, GLOBE=l. 
C FOLL CARD DOES THIS 
IF (GLOBE.EQ.1.0) USEP(MCOUNT,J)=O. 
IF (GLOBE.EQ.1.0) GO TO 15 
IF ((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(USEC(J).LT.O.)) NEGPOS=2 
15 CONTINUE 
IF (NEGPOS.EQ.2) USECR(J)=((RATIOX+l.)*USEP(MCOUNT+l,J) 
1 -USEP(MCOUNT+2,J)) / RATIOX 
IF (NEGPOS.EQ.2) USEClR(J)=((RATIOX+l.)*USEP(MCOUNT+l,J+l) 
1 -USEP(MCOUNT+2,J+l))/RATIOX 
IF (NEGPOS.EQ.2) VSEClR(J)=((RATVX+l.)*VSEP (MCOUNT+l,J) 
1 -VSEP(MCOUNT+2,J))/RATVX 




IF(NEGPOS.EQ . 2) I2CONT=I2CONT+l 
UTEMP=U(J) 
IF (MCOUNT .GT.2) UTEMPl=USEC(J) 
IF (NSFULL.EQ.l) GO TO 22 
IF (U(J).LT.O.) U(J)=C*ABS(U(J)) 
IF ( (MCOUNT. GT. 2) .AND. (USEC(J). LT. 0.)) USEC(J) = 
1 C*ABS(USEC(J)) 
22 CONTINUE 
IF (MCOUNT .GT.2) GO TO 70 
BB(J)=U(J)*YDE1/ YDE3*Y(J)/YDE2*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 -V(J)*YDE1 / YDE3/YDE2*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)-(l./ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 ,.,.DECHU (MCOUNT)*Y(J) )'"'*2/YDE2*2 . / YDE3,'<XRE -1 . /ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 **2/ YDE2*2 . / YDE3*XRE+(2. /ECHU(MCOUNT )*>'•2*DECHU(MCOUNT)*"•2 
1 -1. /ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT) )*YDE1/ YDE3/YDE2"•Y(J)*XRE 
DD(J)=U(J) / DELXU- (U(J)*YDE1/YDE3/YDE2*Y(J)-U(J)*YDE2/YDE3 












1 /YDE1*2. /YDE3*XRE- (2. /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2'':'DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 -1 ./ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE2/YDE3*Y(J)/YDE1*XRE 
CC(J)=UTEMP*U (J)/DELXU-(P2(J) -Pl(J))/DELXP+ 
1 Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT)/2.*(YDE2/YDE3 
1 *(P2(J+l)-P2(J))/YDEl+YDEl/YDE3*(P2(J)-P2(J-l))/YDE2 
1 +YDE2/YDE3*(Pl(J+l)-Pl (J))/YDE1+YDE1/YDE3*(Pl(J) 
1 -Pl(J-1))/YDE2) 
GO TO 71 
70 CONTINUE 
C FULLY IMPLICIT FORMULATION 
IF (NEGPOS.EQ.O) 
1 BB (J)=USEC (J)*YDE l/YDE3*Y (J) /YDE2"<EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 '"DECHU(MCOUNT)-VSECl (J)*YDE1/YDE3/YDE2>'<EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 -(Y(J) /ECHU(MCOUNT )*DECHU(MCOUNT) )**2/YDE2*2. /YDE3>'<XRE 
1 -1./ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 **2/YDE2*2./YDE3*XRE+(2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 









1 -( 2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2-1./ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHU(MCOUNT))*Y(J)*(YDE1/YDE3/YDE2-YDE2/YDE3/YDE1)*XRE 
IF (NEGPOS.EQ.0) 
1 AA (J)=-USEC(J)*YDE2/YDE3/YDE1*Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)+VSEC2(J)*YDE2/YDE3/YDE1*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 - (Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2/YDE1*2./YDE3*XRE 
1 -l ./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2/YDE1*2./YDE3*XRE-(2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)**2-1. /ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT)) 
1 *Y(J)*YDE2/YDE3/YDE1*XRE 
IF (NEGPOS .EQ.O) 
1 CC(J)=(USEC (J)*SECDX*(RATIOX+l.)*(RATIOX+l.)*U(J)-USEC(J) 
1 *UM(J)*SECDX)-(P2(J)-Pl(J))/DELXP 
1 +Y(J)>':'EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT)/2. *(YDE2/YDE3 
1 *(P2(J+l)-P2(J))/YDE1+YDE1/YDE3*(P2(J)-P2(J-1))/YDE2 




1 BB (J)=USECR(J)*YDE1/YDE3*Y(J) / YDE2>'rEL/ECHU (HCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT) -VSEC1R(J)*YDE1/YDE3/YDE2*EL/ ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 -(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2/YDE2*2./YDE3*XRE 
1 -1./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2/YDE2*2./YDE3*XRE+(2. / ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)**2-1./ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE1 
1 /YDE3/YDE2*Y(J)*XRE 
IF(NEGPOS . EQ.2) 
1 DD(J)=-USECR(J)*RATIOX*(RATIOX+2.)*SECDX 
1 -USECR(J)*(YDE1/YDE3/YDE2 -YDE2/YDE3/YDE1) 
1 *Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT)+(VSEClR(J)*YDEl 
1 /YDE3/YDE2 -VSEC2R(J)*YDE2/YDE3/YDE1)*EL/ ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 -(Y(J) /ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2*( -1 ./YDE1-1 ./YDE2) 
1 *2./YDE3*XRE+l./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*(1. / YDE1+1. / YDE2)*2 . /YDE3 
1 *XRE- (2. /ECHU(MCOUNT)>"*2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2-1. /ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHU(MCOUNT))*Y(J)*(YDE1/YDE3/YDE2-YDE2/YDE3/YDE1)*XRE 
IF(NEGPOS .EQ .2) 
1 AA(J)=-USECR(J)*YDE2/YDE3/YDE1*Y(J)*EL/ ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)+VSEC2R(J)*YDE2/YDE3/YDE1*EL/ ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 -(Y(J) /ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2/YDE1*2./YDE3*XRE 
1 -1. /ECHU (MCOUNT)**2/YDE1'"2. /YDE3,'rXRE- (2. / EGHU(MCOUNT)'"*2 





1 +USECR(J)*SECDX*USEP(MCOUNT+2,J))-(P2(J) -Pl (J))/DELXP 
1 +Y (J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU (MCOUNT)/2.*(YDE2/YDE3 
1 *(P2(J+l)-P2(J))/YDE1+YDE1/YDE3*(P2(J)-P2(J-1) )/YDE2 
1 +YDE2/YDE3*(Pl(J+l)-Pl(J))/YDE1+YDE1/YDE3*(Pl(J) 
1 -Pl (J-1 ))/YDE2) 
IF(AA(J) .GT.0.0) NUAPOS=NUAPOS+l 
IF(BB(J).GT.0.0) NUBPOS=NUBPOS+l 
71 W=O. 
IF(NHYBRD.EQ.-1) GO TO 40 
IF(MCOUNT.LE.2) RMl= (V(J+l )-U(J)*Y(J)*DECHU(MCOUNT)) 
1 *YDE2*US/ECHU(MCOUNT)*RHOS/XMUS/(((Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT) )**2+1. /ECKU(MCOUNT)''r*2)*2 .+Y(J)*(2. 
1 /ECHU (MCOUNT)*"'r2>'(DECHU (MCOUNT)**2- l. /ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 >'<"DDECHU (MCOUNT) )*YDE2) 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.O)) RMl=(VSEC2(J) 
1 -USEC (J)*Y(J)1rDECHU (MCOUNT) )*YDE2/ECHU (MCOUNT)*US 
1 *RHOS/XMUS/(((Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(HCOUNT))**2 
1 +l./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2)*2.+Y(J)*(2. / ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 '"DECHU (MCOUNT)**2 - l. /ECHU (MCOUNT)*DDECHU (MCOUNT) )irYDE2) 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2) ) RMl=(VSEC2R(J) 
1 -USECR(J)*Y(J)*DECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE2/ ECHU(MCOUNT)*US 
1 *RHOS/XMUS/(((Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2 
1 +1./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2)*2.+Y(J)*(2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 '"DECHU(MCOUNT)**2-l. /ECHU(MCOUNT)>'rDDECHU(MCOUNT) )*YDE2 ) 
IF (MCOUNT.LE.2) RM2=(U(J)*Y(J)*DECHU(MCOUNT)-V(J) ) 
134 
1 *YDEl/ECHU(MCOUNT)*US*RHOS/XMUS/(((Y(J) / ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT))**2+1./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2)*2.-Y(J)*(2 . 
1 /ECHU (MCOUNT)*,':2*DECHU (MCOUNT)*•'<2-1 . /ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDEl) 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2) .AND. (NEGPOS.EQ.O)) RM2=(USEC (J) •\-Y(J) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)-VSECl(J))*YDEl/ECHU(MCOUNT)*US*RHOS 
1 /XMUS/(((Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2+1. 
1 /ECHU(MCOUNT)•h\-2 )*2. -Y(J)•\-(2. /ECHU(MCOUNT)•'<'>':2 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 - l./ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE1) 
IF ((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) RM2=(USECR(J)*Y(J) 
1 *DE CHU (MCOUNT) -VSEC lR ( J) ) *YDE 1/ ECHU (MCOUNT) *US.,.:RHOS 
1 /Xt1US/(((Y(J)/ECHU (MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2+1 . 
1 /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2)*2.-Y(J)*(2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)**2-l./ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE1) 
IF(NHYBRD.EQ.-2 ) W=l. 
IF(NHYBRD.EQ.-2) GO TO 43 
IF(RMl.GT .1.0) GO TO 41 
IF(RM2.GT . 1.0) GO TO 42 
GO TO 40 
41 W=l.O/RMl 
IF (NHYBRD.EQ.0) W=O. 
IF (MCOUNT.LE.2) 
1 AA (J)=W•\-(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT).,.:V (J+l) -Y (J)•\-EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*U(J))/YDE1*YDE2/YDE3 
1 - (Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU (MCOUNT) )m""2/YDE1.,.<2. /YDE3*XRE-1 . /ECHU (MCOUNT)*•"'2 
1 /YDE1*2. /YDE3*XRE - (2. /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2•"'DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 -1. /ECHU (MCOUNT)•':DOECHU (MCOUNT) )*YDE2/YDE3*Y (J) / YDE 1 *XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.O)) 
1 AA(J)=W*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEC2(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 •\-DECHU(MCOUNT)*USEC (J) )/YDEP'<YDE2/YDE3 
1 -(Y (J)/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT) )•"'*2/YDE1*2. /YDE3*XRE-1. / ECHU(MCOUNT)*•'<2 
1 /YDE1*2. /YDE3*XRE- (2. /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2•\-DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 -1./ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE2/YDE3*Y(J)/YDE1*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2) .AND .(NEGPOS .EQ.2)) 
1 AA (J)=W* (EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEC2R (J) -Y (J)•'<EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 •\-DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J) )/YDE1•\-YDE2/YDE3 
1 -(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 •\-DECHU(MCOUNT) )**2/YDE l ,'<2. / YDE3*XRE-l. /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 /YDE1*2./YDE3*XRE- (2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 -1 . /ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT) )*YDE2/YDE3•\-Y(J) / YDEl•\-XRE 
IF (MCOUNT.LE.2) 
1 BB(J)=-W*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*V(J)-Y(J)*EL/ ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*U(J))/YDE2*YDE1/YDE3 
1 -(1.-W)*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*V(J) -Y(J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*U(J))/YDE2 
1 - (Y(J) /ECHU (MCOUNT)*DECHU (MCOUNT) )*•\-2/YDE2 
1 *2./YDE3*XRE-1./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2/YDE2*2. / YDE3*XRE 
1 + ( 2 . /ECHU (MCOUNT) **21•DECHU (MCOUNT)**2-1 . / ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE1/YDE3/YDE2*Y(J)*XRE 
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IF((MCOUNT.GT . 2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.O)) 
1 BB(J)=-W*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSECl(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USEC(J))/YDE2*YDE1/YDE3 
1 - ( 1. -W)* (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)•'<VSECl (J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 •'<DE CHU (MCOUNT) •':USEC ( J)) /YDE2 
1 - (Y (J) /ECHU (MCOUNT)*DECHU (MCOUNT) )*'"2/YDE2 
1 *2./YDE3*XRE-1. /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2/YDE2*2./YDE3*XRE 
1 +(2. /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 -l ./ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE1/YDE3/YDE2*Y(J)*XRE 
IF( (MCOUNT.GT.2) .AND. (NEGPOS.EQ.2)) 
1 BB(J)=-W*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)~VSEClR(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)•'<USECR(J)) /YDE2*YDE1/YDE3 
1 -(1. -W)*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J) -Y(J)>'<EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J))/YDE2 
1 -(Y (J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU (MCOUNT))**2 
1 /YDE2*2. /YD£3i':XR£- l. /ECHU (MCOUNT)**2/YDE2*2. /YDE3•':XR£ 




1 /ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU (MCOUNT)*U(J))/YDE2 
1 i'<YDE1/YDE3- (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)•'<V(J+l)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*U(J)) /YDE1"'YDE2/YDE3) 
1 +(1.-W)*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*V(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)'""U(J) )/YDE2 
l +(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT) )*-lr2*(1. /YDEl 
1 +1. /YDE2)*2 . /YDE3*XRE+l . /ECHU(MCOUNT)*'°'"2*(1 . /YDEl+l. 




1 DD(J)=USEC(J)•""RATIOX*(RATIOX+2. )'""SECDX 
1 +w* ( (EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSECl(J)-Y(J)-lrEL 
1 /ECHU (MCOUNT)'""DECHU (MCOUNT)*USEC (J)) /YDE2 
1 *YDE1/YDE3- (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)1rVSEC2 (J)-Y (J)•""EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USEC(J))/YDEl*YDE2/YDE3) 
1 +(1. -W)*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)'""VSECl(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU (MCOUNT)•'<USEC (J)) /YDE2 
1 +(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2*(1. / YDE1 
1 +l./YDE2)*2./YDE3*XRE+l./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*(1./YDE1+1. 
1 /YDE2)*2 . /YDE3*XRE - (2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 -1. /ECHU (MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT) )*Y(J)'""(YDE1/ YDE3 / YDE2 
1 -YDE2/YDE3/YDE l )*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) 
1 DD(J)=-USECR(J)>':RATIOX•'<(RATIOX+2. )1rSECDX 
1 +W*((EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J)-Y(J)*EL 
1 /ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J))/YDE2 
1 "'YDE1/YDE3- (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)*VSEC2R (J)-Y (J)"rEL 
l /ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J))/YDE1*YDE2/ YDE3 ) 
1 +(1. -W)*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 >'<DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J)) /YDE2 
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1 + (Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)>'•DECHU(MCOUNT) )**2*(1. / YDEl 
1 + 1. /YDE2)*2. /YDE3*XRE+l. / ECHU(MCOUNT)**2•'>(1. / YDEl+l. 
1 /YDE2)*2. /YDE3*XRE- (2. /ECHU(MCOUNT)•'>*2•'>DECHU (MCOUNT)**2 
1 - 1. /ECHU(MCOUNT)•'>DDECHU(MCOUNT) )*Y(J)*(YDE1/ YDE3/YDE2 
1 - YDE2/YDE3/YDEl)*XRE 
NLAT=NLAT+l 
GO TO 40 
42 W=l. O/ RM2 
IF (NHYBRD.EQ . O) W=O. 
43 IF (MCOUNT.LE.2) 
1 BB (J) =-W* (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)•"V(J) -Y(J)'"EL/ ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU (MCOUNT)*U (J)) / YDE2"•YDE 1/YDE3 
1 -(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU (MCOUNT) )**2/YDE2*2. /YDE3'l'•XRE-1. / ECHU (MCOUNT)**2 
1 /YDE2*2./YDE3*XRE+ (2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 - 1. /ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT) )*YDE1/YDE3/YDE21•Y(J)*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.O)) 
1 BB(J)=-W*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSECl(J) - Y(J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU (MCOUNT )>'•USEC (J)) / YDE2*YDE1/YDE3 
1 -(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT))**2/YDE2*2./YDE3*XRE-1. / ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 /YDE2*2./YDE3*XRE+(2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 - 1. /ECHU(MCOUNT)•"DDECHU(MCOUNT) )"'•YDE1/YDE3/YDE2•'>Y (J)*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT . GT . 2). AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) 
1 BB(J)=-W*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J)-Y(J)*EL/ ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J)) /YDE2,'<'YDE1/YDE3 
1 -(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 •"DECHU (MCOUNT) )**2/YDE2*2. /YDE3*XRE-1. / ECHU (MCOUNT)**2 
1 /YDE3*2./YDE3*XRE+(2 . /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 - 1 . /ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT) )*YDE1/YDE3/YDE2*Y(J)•'<XRE 
IF (MCOUNT.LE . 2) 
1 AA (J)=W* (EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*V (J+l)-Y(J)"'•EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*U(J))/YDE1*YDE2/YDE3 
1 + (1. - W) 1• (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)•'>V (J+ 1) -Y (J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*U(J))/YDEl 
1 -(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2 / YDE1 
1 *2 . /YDE3*XRE-l. /ECHU(MCOUNT)•"*2/YDE1*2. /YDE3*XRE 
1 - (2. /ECHU (MCOUNT)*'"2*DECHU(MCOUNT)*•"2- l. /ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE2/YDE3*Y(J)/YDEl*XRE 
IF( (MCOUNT. GT. 2) .AND. (NEGPOS. EQ . 0)) 
1 AA(J)=W*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEC2(J)-Y(J)*EL/ ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU (MCOUNT)>'•USEC (J)) /YDE1*YDE2/YDE3 
1 +( 1. -W)* (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)*VSEC2 (J)-Y (J)"'•EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USEC(J))/YDEl 
1 - (Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2/YDE1 
1 *2. /YDE3*XRE-l. /ECHU(MCOUNT)*•'<2/YDE1*2. / YDE 3*XRE 
1 - ( 2. /ECHU (MCOUNT)*•"2*DECHU (MCOUNT)•h"2 - 1. / ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE2/YDE3*Y(J)/YDE1*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ . 2)) 
1 AA (J)=W•" (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)*VSEC2R (J) -Y (J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 "'•DECHU (MCOUNT)*USECR (J)) /YDEP"YDE2/YDE3 
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1 +(l. -W)*(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEC2R(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J))/YDEl 
1 -(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2 
1 /YDE l >':-2. /YDE3*XRE-l . /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 / YDE1*2. /YDE3*XRE 
1 - (2. /ECHU (MCOUNT)*•'r2•':-DECHU(MCOUNT)•'r*2-l. /ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHU(MCOUNT ))*YDE2/YDE3*Y(J)/YDE1*XRE 
IF(MCOUNT.LE.2) 
1 DD (J)=U (J) /DELXU+W* ( (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)*V(J)-Y (J)•'<EL 
1 /ECHU(MCOUNT )*DECHU(MCOUNT)*U(J))/YDE2 
1 *YDE1 /YDE3 - (EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*V(J+l)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*U(J))/YDE1*YDE2/YDE3) 
1 -( 1. -W)* (EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*V(J+l) -Y(J )•'rEL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*U(J))/YDEl 
1 +(Y (J) /ECHU (MCOUNT)""DECHU(MCOUNT) )•H<21"(1. /YDE l 
1 +1. /YDE2)*2 . /YDE3*XRE+l. /ECHU(MCOUNT)•'r*2•"( 1. / YDEl+l. 
1 /YDE2 )*2. /YDE3*XRE- (2. /ECHU (MCOUNT) *"'2*DECHU (MCOUNT) •"*2 
1 -l./ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT))*Y(J)*(YDE1/ YDE3 /YDE2 
1 -YDE2/YDE3/YDE1)*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) 
1 DD (J)=- USECR(J)>'<RATIOX* (RATIOX+2. )*SECDX 
1 +W*( (EL/EGHU(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J) -Y (J)*EL 
1 /ECHU(MCOUNT)•'rDECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J) )/YDE2 
1 *YDE1/YDE3 - (EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEC2R(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J))/YDE1*YDE2/YDE3) 
1 - ( 1. -W) •'r (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)*VSEC2R (J) -Y (J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 •"DECHU(MCOUNT)i<USECR(J) ) / YDEl 
1 +(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT) )*.,"2*(1. /YDE l 
1 +1. /YDE2)*2. /YDE3*XRE+l. /ECHU(MCOUNT)i<*2*(1. / YDEl+l. 
1 /YDE2)*2. /YDE3*XRE -(2. / ECHU(MCOUNT)**2i<DECHU(MCOUNT)•"*2 
1 -1./ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT))*Y(J)*(YDE1/ YDE3 /YDE2 
1 -YDE2/YDE3/YDE1)*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ . O)) 
1 DD(J)=USEC (J)'"RATIOX•'<(RATIOX+2. )*SECDX 
1 +W*((EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSECl(J)-Y(J)*EL 
1 / ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT)*USEC(J))/YDE2 
1 ,.,.YDE 1/YDE3- (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)*VSEC2 (J)-Y (J)•'<EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU (MCOUNT)•"USEC (J)) /YDE1*YDE2/YDE3) 
1 -( 1. -W) 7'(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)'"VSEC2 (J) -Y (J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)>'<USEC (J) ) / YDEl 
1 +(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT) )•'<*2*( 1. /YDEl 
1 +1. /YDE2)*2. /YDE3•'<XRE+l. /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*(1. /YDEl+l. 
1 /YDE2)*2. /YDE3*XRE - (2 . /ECHU(MCOUNT).,.•*2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 




C**********•b'r******•'<*********•'<*•'<ir-.'<*•"**•'<***•'<*ir;'r* FULL NS 
U(J)=UTEMP 
IF (MCOUNT.GT.2) USEC(J)=UTEMPl 
IF ( (NSFULL. EQ. 1) . AND. (MCOUNT. EQ. KPNS)) GO TO 14 
IF (NSFULL.EQ.l) DD(J)=DD(J)+2./(DELXU*DELXU) 
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U 1 (1) =U 1 ( 2) 





201 FORMAT(5X, 'OCOUNT=' ,I4,3X, '2COUNT=' ,I4, 
13X, 'MSEPl=' ,I4,3X, 'MSEP2=' ,I4, 
1 3X, 'MCDOWN=' ,I4 ,3X, 'NSFULL=' ,14) 
IF((NLAT . EQ.O).AND . (NLATN.EQ .0)) GO TO 55 
IF(ZAP . LE.O) WRITE(6,200 ) NLAT,NLATN,MCOUNT 
200 FORMAT (5X, 'UPWIND DIFFERENCING USED' ,I4, 
1 'TIMES WITH POSITIVE V' 
1,/5X, 'AND ',14, 'TIMES WITH NEGATIVE VAT MCOUNT =' ,14) 
55 CONTINUE 
IF((NUAPOS.GE.l).OR.(NUBPOS .GE.l)) 
1 WRITE(6 ,654) NUAPOS,NUBPOS 






C SUBROUTINE SOLVER 
C CALLING PROGRAM : YMOM 
C SOLVES Y-MOMENTUM EQUATION IN TRANSFORMED COORDI-






























IF (MCOUNT.GT.2) RATVX=DELXM/ DELX 
IF(MCOUNT.GT.2) RATIOX=DELXUM/DELXU 
IF(MCOUNT .GT.2) SECDX= l./(RATIOX*(RATIOX+l .)*DELXU) 




DO 131 J=2,NJ 
NEGPOS=O 
IF(MCOUNT.GT.2) USEC (J)=((RATIOX+l .)*U(J)-UM(J))/RATIOX 
IF (MCOUNT.GT.2) VSECl(J)=((RATVX+l.)*V(J)-VM(J))/RATVX 
IF (MCOUNT.GT.2) VSEC2(J)=((RATVX+l.)*V(J+l)-VM (J+l)) 
1 / RATVX 
YDEl=Y(J+l) -Y(J) 
YDE2=Y(J)-Y(J- l ) 
YDE3=YDEl+YDE2 
HETAV=(Y (J)+Y(J-1))/2 . 
IF(J.EQ.2) YDE4=YDE2 
IF(J.EQ.2) GO TO 135 













IF((MCOUNT.LT.HSEP1).0R.(MCOUNT.GT.MSEP2)) GO TO 21 
C WATFIV-- USEP NEEDS TO BE DEFINED FOR MCOUNT=3 FOR GLOBE=l 
C FOLLOWING CARD DOES THAT. 
IF (GLOBE. EQ.1.0 ) USEP(HCOUNT,J)=O. 
IF (GLOBE.EQ.l.) GO TO 15 
IF ((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(USEC(J).LT.O.)) NEGPOS=2 
15 CONTINUE 
IF (NEGPOS.EQ.2) USECR(J)=((RATIOX+l.)*USEP(MCOUNT+l,J) -
1USEP(MCOUNT+2 ,J))/RATIOX 





IF((MCOUNT.LE.2).AND . (TEMP .LT. O.)) GO TO 22 
C WATFIV--TEMPSC NEEDS TO BE DEFINED FOR MCOUNT=2 
C FOLLOWING CARD IS ONLY FOR WATFIV 
IF (MCOUNT.EQ.2) TEMPSC=TEHP 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(TEMPSC.LT.O.)) GO TO 22 
GO TO 23 
22 CONTINUE 
C****************'"*"'•****************''<************* FULL NS 
IF (NSFULL. EQ . 1) GO TO 23 
IF(MCOUNT.LE.2) U(J)=C*ABS(U(J)) 
IF(MCOUNT.LE.2) U(J- l )=C*ABS(U(J-1)) 
IF WCOUNT. GT. 2) USEC (J)=C•'<ABS (USEC (J)) 
IF (MCOUNT .GT.2) USEC(J- l )=C*ABS(USEC(J-1)) 
23 CONTINUE 
IF (MCOUNT .GT.2) GO TO 70 
BB (J)= U(J-l)*HETAV,'<YVPLU/YVT /YVMIN*EL/ ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 -V(J)*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) /YVMIN>'<YVPLU/YVT-(HETAV 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)''<DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2/YVMIN*2. /YVT"•XRE 
1 -l. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2/YVMIN*2 . /YVT*XRE+(2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 "'DECHV(MCOUNT)**2 -l. /ECHV (MCOUNT)*DDECHV(MCOUNT)) 
1 *YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN*HETAV*XRE 
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DD(J)=(U(J)+U(J - 1))/2./DELX-(-U(J)*HETAV*YVMIN/YVT/YVPLU 
1 +U(J-l )*HETAV*YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN)*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 "'DECHV (MCOUNT)+V (J)*EL/ECHV (MCOUNT) /YVMIN•""YVPLU/YVT 
1 -V (J)*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)/YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT+(HETAV/ECHV (MCOUNT ) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2*(1. /YVPLU+l. /YVMIN)*2. /YVT*XRE 
1 +l. /ECHV(MCOUNT) **2*( 1. / YVPLU+l ./YVMIN)*2./YVT*XRE 
1 - (2. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2•"'DECHV (MCOUNT)**2-1. /ECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(MCOUNT))*HETAV*(YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN-YVMIN/YVT/YVPLU) 
l *XRE 
AA (J)=-U (J)*HETAV7<YVMIN/YVT /YVPLU*EL/ECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 +V (J)•"'EL/ECHV (MCOUNT) /YVPLU•""YVMIN/YVT- (HETAV /ECHV (MCOUNT) 
l *DECHV(MCOUNT))**2/YVPLU*2 . /YVT*XRE -1 ./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 /YVPLU*2./YVT*XRE - (2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT)**2 




GO TO 71 
70 CONTINUE 
IF(NEGPOS.EQ.O) 





1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-l ./ECHV(MCOUNT)*DDECHV(MCOUNT)) 
1 •\"YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN•':HETAV*XRE 
IF(NEGPOS .EQ.O) 
1 AA (J)=-USEC (J)*HETAV*YVHIN/YVT/YVPLU•"'EL/ECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 +VSECl(J)*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)/YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT-(HETAV 
1 /ECHV( MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) )'"'*2/YVPLU•\"2. /YVT*XRE-l. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 




l DD(J)=(USEC (J) +USEC (J-1)) /2 . 1<SECVDX*RATVX•'< (RATVX+2.) 
1 - ( -USEC(J)•"'HETAV*YVMIN/YVT/YVPLU+USEC (J-l)*HETAV*YVPLU 
1 /YVT/YVMIN)*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 +VSECl(J)*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) / YVMIN*YVPLU 
1 /YVT-VSECl (J)•""EL/ECHV (MCOUNT) /YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT+(HETAV 
l / ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2*( 1. /YVPLU+l. /YVMIN)•"'2. 
1 /YVT*XRE+l./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*(1./YVPLU+l./YVMIN)*2./YVT 
1 *XRE - (2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-l . /ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(MCOUNT))*HETAV*(YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN-YVMIN/YVT/YVPLU) 
1 *XRE 
IF (NEGPOS .EQ.O) 
1 CC(J)=((USEC(J) +USEC(J-1))/2.*((RATVX+l.)*(RATVX+l.)*V(J) 






1 BB (J)=USECR (J- l)*HETAV*YVPLU/ YVT /YVMIN>""EL/ECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 -VSEClR(J)*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)/YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT-(HETAV 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT))**2/YVMIN*2 . /YVI'>""XRE 
1 -1. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2/YVMJN'l•2. /YVf':""XRE+(2. /ECHV(MCOUNT)*"'':-2 
1 *DECHV (MCOUNT)*",..2-1. /ECHV (MCOUNT)'"DDECHV (MCOUNT)) 
1 *YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN1<HETAV*XRE 
IF(NEGPOS.EQ . 2) 
1 AA(J)=-USECR(J)*HETAV*YVMIN/YVT/ YVPLU*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 +VSEClR(J)*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)/YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT- (HETAV 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 'lcDECHV (HCOUNT) )**2/YVPLU*2. /YVT*XRE-1. /ECHV (MCOUNT)**2 
1 /YVPLU*2 . /YVT*XRE - (2. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(HCOUNT) 1<>t:2 
1 - 1./ECHV(HCOUNT)*DDECHV(MCOUNT))*HETAV*YVHIN/YVT/YVPLU 
1 *XRE 
IF(NEGPOS.EQ.2) 
1 DD(J)=-(USECR(J)+USECR(J-1)) /2 .*SECVDX*RATVX* (RATVX+2.) 




1 +(HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT))**2*(1. /YVPLU 
1 +1. /YVMIN) 
1 *2./YVT*XRE+l./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*(1./YVPLU+l. /YVMIN)*2./YVT 
1 *XRE-(2. /ECHV(MCOUNT)*'"2*DECHV(MCOUNT)**2- l. /ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(HCOUNT))*HETAV*(YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN-YVMIN/ YVT/YVPLU) 
1 *XRE 
IF(NEGPOS.EQ.2) 
1 CC(J)=-((USECR(J)+USECR(J-1))/2.*((RATVX+l.)* (RATVX+l.) 
1 *VSEP(HCOUNT+l,J) - VSEP(HCOUNT+2,J))*SECVDX)-EL 




IF (NHYBRD . EQ.-1) GO TO 40 
IF (MCOUNT . LE. 2) RMl=(V (J) -U (J)*HETAV>'<DECHV(MCOUNT)) 
1 *YVMIN*US/ ECHV(MCOUNT) 1•RHOS/ XMUS / ( ( (HETAV /ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT))**2+1./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2)*2.+HETAV*(2. 




1 *RHOS/XMUS/ ( ( (HETAV /ECHV(~fCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2 
1 +1 . / ECHV(MCOUNT)**2)*2. +HETAV'""(2 . / ECHV (MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHV (HCOUNT)*''•2 -1 . /ECHV (MCOUNT)*DDECHV (MCOUNT) )*YVMIN) 
IF ((MCOUNT.GT . 2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) RMl=(VSEClR(J) 
c 
143 
1 -USECR (J)•"HETAV*DECHV (MCOUNT) )•"YVMIN/ECHV (MCOUNT)•':US 
1 *RHOS/XMUS/ ( ( (HETAV /ECHV (MCOUNT)•"DECHV (HCOUNT) )*•':2 
1 +l. /ECHV(HCOUNT)**2)7:2 . +HETAV*(2. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-l./ECHV(MCOUNT)*DDECHV(MCOUNT))*YVMIN) 
IF (MCOUNT.LE.2) RM2=(U(J-l)*HETAV*DECHV(MCOUNT)-V(J)) 
1 *YVPLU/ECHV(MCOUNT)*US*RHOS/XMUS/(((HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT))**2+1./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2)*2.-HETAV*(2. 
1 /ECHV (MCOUNT)*":2*DECHV (MCOUNT)**2-1. /ECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV (MCOUNT) ) "'YVPLU) 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.O)) RM2=(USEC(J-l)*HETAV 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)-VSECl(J))*YVPLU/ECHV(MCOUNT)*US*RHOS 
1 /XMUS/ ( ( (HETAV /ECHV(MCOUNT)•':DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2+1. 
1 /ECHV(HCOUNT)**2)*2 . -HETAV*(2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-l . /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DDECHV(MCOUNT))*YVPLU) 
IF ((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) RM2=(USECR(J-l)*HETAV 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) -VSEClR(J))*YVPLU/ECHV(MCOUNT)*US*RHOS 
1 /XMUS/(((HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT))**2+1. 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2)*2.-HETAV*(2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)**2 - 1./ECHV(HCOUNT)*DDECHV(MCOUNT))*YVPLU) 
RC=l. 0 
IF(NHYBRD.EQ.-2) W=l. 
IF(NHYBRD.EQ.-2) GO TO 43 
IF(RMl.GT.RC) GO TO 41 
IF(RM2.GT.RC) GO TO 42 
GO TO 40 
41 W=RC/RMl 
IF (NHYBRD.EQ . O) W=O . 




1 •'<DECHV (HCOUNT) )*'':2/YVPLU-i:2. / YVT>"XRE-1. /ECHV (MCOUNT)**2 
1 /YVPLU•'l-2 . /~':XRE-(2 . /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 **2-1. /ECHV (MCOUNT)*DDECHV (MCOUNT) )•'rYVMIN/YVT /YVPLU 
1 *HETAV•':XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT . 2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.O)) 
1 AA(J)=W•"' (EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)•"'VSECl (J) -HETAV•':EL 
1 /ECHV (MCOUNT)*DECHV (MCOUNT)>'<USEC (J)) /YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT 
1 -(HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2/YVPLU•"2. /YV'I'>"'XRE-1. /ECHV(MCOUNT)*•"2 
1 /YVPLU*2./YVT*XRE-(2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT) 




1 / ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)•':USECR(J) )/YVPLU•'<YVMIN/YVT 
1 - (HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 '"DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2/YVPLU"'2. /YVT*XRE -1. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 /YVPLU*2. /~"'XRE- ( 2. /ECHV (MCOUNT)*•'r2•'<'DECHV (MCOUNT) 





1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*U(J - 1))/YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT 
1 - (1. -W)*(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J) -HETAV 
1 *EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*U(J-1) )/YVMIN 
1 - (HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT))"''*2 
1 /YVMIN*2. /YVTXXRE- 1. /ECHV (MCOUNT) 1'ri<2/YVM1N"''2. /YV'f>'<XRE 
1 + (2. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2''r0ECHV(MCOUNT)*"''2- l. / ECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(HCOUNT) )*HETAV*YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN1"XRE 
IF((HCOUNT.GT.2).AND. (NEGPOS.EQ.O)) 
1 BB(J)=-W* (EL/ ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSECl(J)-HETAV*EL 
1 /ECHV(HCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*USEC(J - 1)) / YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT 
l - (1.-W)*(EL/ECHV(HCOUNT)*VSECl(J) -HETAV 
1 *EL/ECHV(HCOUNT)*DECHV(HCOUNT)*USEC(J-1))/YVMIN 
1 - (HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT))**2 
1 /YVMIN*2. /YVT*XRE -1. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2/YVMIN*2 . /YVT''<XRE 
1 +(2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-l. / ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(MCOUNT) )*HETAV1'rYVPLU/YVT /YVMIN*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) 
1 BB(J)=-W* (EL/ ECHV(HCOUNT)*VSEClR (J) -HETAV*EL 
l /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*USECR(J-1))/YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT 
1 -(1 . -W)*(EL/ ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J) - HETAV 
1 *EL/ECHV(HCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*USECR(J-1))/YVMIN 
1 -(HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT))**2 
1 /YVMIN•'r2. /YVT*XRE-1. /ECHV (MCOUNT)**2/YVMIN*2. /Y\IT>'<XRE 
1 +(2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-1. /ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(MCOUNT))*HETAV*YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN*XRE 
IF(MCOUNT.LE.2) 
1 DD(J)=(U(J)+U(J- 1))/2./DELX 
1 +W*((EL/ ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J) -HETAV*EL 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*U(J-1))/YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT 
1 -(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J)-HETAV*EL 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)•"'DECHV (MCOUNT)*U (J)) /YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT) 
1 +(1.-W)*(EL/ ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J) 
1 -HETAV*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV (MCOUNT)*U(J-1))/YVMIN 
1 +(HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT )*DECHV(MCOUNT)) 
1 **2*(1. /YVPLU+l. / YVMIN )*2. /YVT*XRE+l. /ECHV(MCOUNT)*•'<2 
1 * (1. /YVPLU 
1 +1 . / YVMIN)"'2 . /YVT>'<XRE -(2. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 **2-1. /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DDECHV(MCOUNT) )*HETAV•': (YVPLU/YVT 
1 /YVMIN-YVMIN/YVT/ YVPLU)*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND. (NEGPOS.EQ.O)) 
1 DD(J)=(USEC (J)+USEC (J-1)) / 2 .>'rSECVDX*RATVX* (RATVX+2.) 
1 +W* ((EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)*VSECl(J) -HETAV*EL 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)•'<DECHV (HCOUNT)*USEC(J-1 ) )/YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT 
1 - (EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)*VSECl(J) -HETAV*EL 
1 / ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV (MCOUNT)irUSEC (J)) /YVPLU•'<YVMIN/YVT) 
1 +(1.-W)*(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSECl(J) 




1 *DECHV(MCOUNT))**2*(1./YVPLU+l. / YVMIN )*2./YVT*XRE 
1 +l ./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*(1./YVPLU+l./YVMIN)*2./YVT*XRE 




1 DD(J)=- (USECR(J)+USECR(J-1))/2.*SECVDX*RATVX*(RATVX+2.) 
1 +W*((EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J)-HETAV*EL 
1 /ECHV (MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)•'<USECR (J-1)) /YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT 
1 - (EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J)-HETAV*EL 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT) '"USECR(J) )/YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT) 
1 +(1 .-W )*(EL/ECHV (MCOUNT )*VSEClR(J) 
1 -HETAV*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)•'<USECR (J-1) ) /YVMIN 
1 +(HETAV/ ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2*(1./YVPLU+l./YVMIN)*2./YVT*XRE 
1 +l. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*(1. /YVPLU+l . /YW1IN)*2. / YVT*XRE 
1 - (2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-l./ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(MCOUNT))*HETAV*(YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN- YVMIN/YVT/YVPLU) 
1 *XRE 
NLATV=NLATV+l 
GO TO 40 
42 CONTINUE 
W=RC/RM2 
IF (NHYBRD.EQ.O) W=O. 
43 IF (MCOUNT.LE . 2) 
1 BB(J)=-W*(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J)-HETAV 
1 *EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*U(J-1)) /YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT 
1 - (HETAV / ECHV(MCOUNT) '"DECHV (MCOUNT) )**2 
1 / YVMIN*2. /YVT*XRE -1. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2/YVMIN*2. /YVT*XRE 
1 +(2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV (MCOUNT )**2 -1 ./ECHV (MCOUNT ) 
1 *DDECHV(MCOUNT) )''1-HETAV*YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.O)) 
1 BB(J)=-W*(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSECl(J) -HETAV 
1 *EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*USEC(J-1))/YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT 
1 - (HETAV /ECHV (MCOUNT)•'l-DECHV(MCOUNT) )''r*2 
1 / YVMIN*2 . /YVT*XRE-1 . /ECHV (MCOUNT)**2/YVMIN•'l-2 . /YVT*XRE 
1 +(2. / ECHV (MCOUNT)-1(*2*DECHV (MCOUNT)*'"2-1. /ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(MCOUNT))*HETAV*YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND . (NEGPOS .EQ.2)) 
1 BB (J)=-W* (EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)>'•VSEClR (J) -HETAV 
1 *EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*USECR(J-1))/YVMIN*YVPLU 
1 /YVT- (HETAV /ECHV(MCOUNT)•"DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2 
1 /YVMIN*2./YVT*XRE-l./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2/YVMIN*2./YVT*XRE 
1 +(2. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT)*''<2-1. /ECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(MCOUNT) )'"'HETAV*YVPLU/YVT/YVMIN*XRE 
IF (MCOUNT.LE.2) 
1 AA(J)=W*(EL/ ECHV (MCOUNT)•'<V(J) -HETAV 
1 *EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)''<DECHV (MCOUNT )*U (J)) / YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT 
1 +(1. -W)'"(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J)-HETAV*EL 




1 / YVPLU*2. / YVT*XRE- (2. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2>'<DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 **2-1. /ECHV (MCOUNT)i'<DDECHV (MCOUNT) )*YVMIN/YVT /YVPLU 
1 *HETAV*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND . (NEGPOS.EQ.O)) 
1 AA(J)=W*(EL/ ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSECl (J)-HETAV 
1 *EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)>'<DECHV(MCOUNT)•'<USEC (J)) /YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT 
1 +(1. -W)*(EL/ ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSECl(J) -HETAV*EL 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)>':USEC(J) )/YVPLU 
1 - (HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2/YVPLU*2. / YVT>'<XRE-1. /ECHV(MCOUNT)'°''"2 
1 /YVPLU*2. / YVT*XRE - (2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 **2- 1. / ECHV(MCOUNT)>'<DDECHV(MCOUNT) )"'YVHIN/YVT/YVPLU 
1 *HETAV*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) 
1 AA(J)=W*(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J) -HETAV 
1 •"EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*USECR (J)) /YVPLU>'<YVMIN/YVT 
1 +(1. -W)*(EL/ ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSEClR (J) -HETAV*EL 
1 / ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV (MCOUNT)*USECR(J))/YVPLU 
1 - (HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT))**2/YVPLU*2./YVT*XRE-l./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 /YVPLU*2. / YVT*XRE- ( 2. / ECHV (MCOUNT) **2,"DECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 **2-1. /ECHV (MCOUNT) "•DDECHV (MCOUNT) )*YVMIN/YVT /YVPLU 
1 ">'<HETAV,'<XRE 
IF (MCOUNT . LE .2) 
1 DD (J)=(U(J)+U(J-1)) /2./DELX 
1 +W* ( (EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J)-HETAV>'•EL 
1 /ECHV( MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*U(J-1) )/YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT 
1 - (EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J) -HETAV•'<EL 
1 /ECHV (MCOUNT) *DECHV(MCOUNT)*U(J))/YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT) 
1 -(1.-W)*(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J) -HETAV*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)*U(J))/YVPLU 
1 +(HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV (MCOUNT)) 
1 **2*(1./YVPLU+l . / YVMIN )*2./YVT*XRE+l./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *(1 . /YVPLU 
1 +1. /YVMIN)*2./YVT*XRE - (2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 **2-1. /ECHV(MCOUNT)i'<DDECHV(MCOUNT) )'"HETAV>'•(YVPLU/YVT 
1 /YVMIN-YVMIN/YVT/YVPLU )*XRE 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) 
1 DD(J)=- (USECR (J) +USECR(J- 1) ) I 2 .>':SECVDX*RATVX>'< (RATVX+2.) 
1 +W*((EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSEClR (J)-HETAV*EL 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)•'<DECHV(MCOUNT)*USECR(J-1)) / YVMIN>'•YVPLU/ YVT 
1 - (EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)>'<VSEC lR (J)-HETAV*EL 
1 /ECHV (MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*USECR (J))/YVPLU*YVMIN/ YVT) 
1 -( 1. -W )*(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J)-HETAV*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)*USECR(J))/YVPLU 
1 +(HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 '""DECHV (MCOUNT) )**2* (1 . /YVPLU+l. /YVMIN)*2. /YVT*XRE 
1 +l. /ECHV (MCOUNT)*'"2"'(1. / YVPLU+l. / YVMIN)>"<2. /Y\IT''<XRE 
1 -(2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-l. /ECHV(MCOUNT) 
c 
147 
1 •'rDDECHV(MCOUNT) )*HETAV* (YVPLU/ YVT/YVMIN-YVMIN / YVT / YVPLU) 
1 *XRE 
IF( (MCOUNT .GT. 2). AND. (NEGPOS.EQ.O)) 
1 DD(J)=(USEC(J)+USEC(J - 1))/2.*SECVDX*RATVX*(RATVX+2 . ) 
1 +W* ( (EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)•'rVSECl (J)-HETAV*EL 
1 / ECHV(MCOUNT) >'•DECHV(MCOUNT)1'rUSEC(J-l) )/YVMIN*YVPLU/ YVT 
1 -(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSECl (J) -HETAV*EL 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*USEC(J))/YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT) 
1 -(1.-W)*(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSECl (J) -HETAV*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)*USEC(J))/YVPLU 
1 +(HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT))**2*(1 . /YVPLU+l. / YVMIN)*2 . /YVT*XRE 
1 +l. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*(1. / YVPLU+l. /YVMIN)*2. /YV'I"'rXRE 
1 -(2. / ECHV (MCOUNT)**27•DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-l. / ECHV (MCOUNT) 







IF(MCOUNT.GT.2 ) USEC(J - l)=TEMP4 
130 CONTINUE 
C**•'r**•h'r*******7••'r********•'<•'r********"'*'""'•*7• FULL NS 
IF ((NSFULL.EQ . l).AND.(MCOUNT.EQ.KPNS )) GO TO 132 
IF (NSFULL.EQ.1) DD(J)=DD(J)+ 2./(DELX*DELX) 
IF (NSFULL .EQ.1) CC(J)=CC(J)+(VSEP(MCOUNT+l,J ) 




YVPLU=((Y(NJP)-Y (NJN) ) )/2. 
IF (NIRROT.EQ.2) GO TO 31 
GO TO 32 
31 CONTINUE 
DVDY= -(UREFl-UREF) / DELXU 
BB (l)=O. 0 
CC(2)=V1REF 
BB (2)=0.0 
DD (2)=1. 0 
AA (2)=0.0 
GO TO 33 
32 CONTINUE 
VlM = ((UREF-UREF1)/DELXU*YVPLU/ 2+V1REF ) 
BB(l)=O.O 
CC (2)=V1M 
DD (2)= 1. 
AA(2)=0.0 


















IF(NIRROT.EQ . 2) V1REF=V1(2) 
148 
IF(NLATV.NE.O.OR.NLATVN.NE.O) WRITE (6,7001) NLATV,NLATVN 
1 ,MCOUNT 
7001 FORMAT(5X, 'IN SOLVER, NLATV= ' ,I 3, 'NLATVN=' ,!3, 'AT 
1 HCOUNT= I 'I3) 
IF((NVAPOS.GE.l).OR.(NVBPOS.GE.1)) 
1 WRITE(6,654) NVAPOS,NVBPOS 






C SUBROUTINE CORREG 
C CALLING PROGRAM : YMOM 
C CORRECTS TENTATIVE VELOCITY PROFILES TO SATISFY 
C LOCAL CONTINUITY OF MASS FLOW AND ESTIMATES THE 

















































IF(GLOBE.GT.1.) GO TO 33 
IF(MCOUNT.EQ.2) PCON3=0.0 



















DO 454 J=l,NJP 
454 VEE(J)=Vl(J) 
DO 734 J=2,NJ 
VEE (J)=VEE (J) - (Y (J)+Y (J-1)) /2 . >\-DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *(Ul(J)+U(J)+Ul(J-l)+U(J-1))/4. 
734 CONTINUE 
VEE (1)=-VEE (2) 
VEE(NJP)=O.O 
DO 10 J=2 ,NJ 
YDEl=Y(J+l) - Y(J) 
IF(J.EQ.l) YDE2=YDE1 





YVPLU=(YDE1+YDE2) /2 . 
C "''**** VEE IS NOW BIG V **''(** 
c 
AMJ=(Ul (J)>'(ECHU(MCOUNT) /EL-U (J)*ECHU(MCOUNT-1) /EL) 
1 /DELXU+(VEE(J+l)-VEE(J))/YVPLU 
Q(J)=AMJ 
Q (J)=Q (J)*YVPLU>'(DELXU/ECHU (1) 
IF(J.EQ.1) Q(J)=Q(J) /2 . 
BB(J)=l. / YDE2/YVPLU 












IF(J .EQ . 1) AMASS=AMASS -AMJ"'<YVPLU-l•DELXU/2. /ECHU(l) 
FLOW=FLOW+Ul(J)*YDE3/2.*ECHU(MCOUNT) /ECHU(l) 







IF(ZAP. LT. l.) 


















DO 20 J=l,NJP 
20 PHI(J)=CC(J ) 
C NOW TO EVALUATE THE VELOCITY CORRECTIONS 
DO 30 J=2,NJ 
YDE2=Y(J)-Y(J-l ) 
UC(J)=-PHI(J)/DELXP/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
IF(J.EQ.2 ) GO TO 30 
C ***** VEEC IS BIG VC *"'•*"'•* 
VEEC(J)=(PHI(J)-PHI(J-1))/YDE2/EL 








VC (l)=O. 0 
UC (l)=UC (2) 
VEEC(l)=O.O 





DO 40 J=l ,NJP 
Ul(J)=Ul(J)+UC(J) 





C*******'°'*·k*****************************-lrldm** FULL NS 
c 
c 
IF (NSFULL .NE.O) GO TO 82 
IF ((MCOUNT.LT.MSEP1).0R.(MCOUNT.GT .MSEP2)) GO TO 81 
IF(MCOUNT.EQ.2 ) WRITE(6 ,442) WW 
442 FORMAT(2X, 'UNDER-RELAX FOR U &V=' ,Gl4.5) 
IF(GLOBE .EQ.1.0) GO TO 440 










GO TO 84 
82 CONTINUE 

















IF((MCOUNT.LT.MSEP1).0R.(MCOUNT.GT.MSEP2)) GO TO 13 
C WATFIV-- USEP NEEDS TO BE DEFINED FOR MCOUNT 3,GLOBE 1 
C FOLLOWING CARD DOES THIS 
c 
IF (GLOBE .EQ. 1.0) USEP(MCOUNT,J)=O. 
IF (GLOBE . EQ.1.) GO TO 15 







IF (MCOUNT.GT.2) GO TO 70 
IF ((U(J).LT.O.).AND. (NSFULL.NE.1)) C=.2 
Fl (J)=C•'<-ABS (U(J) )* (Ul (J)-U (J)) /DELXU 
1 -Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT)*(YDE2/YDE3 
1 *(P2(J+l) -P2(J) )/YDEl+YDEl /YDE3*(P2(J)-P2(J-1))/YDE2+YDE2 
1 /YDE3*(Pl(J+l)-Pl(J) )/YDE1+YDE1/YDE3*(Pl(J)-Pl(J-1)) 
1 /YDE2)/2.-(Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2*((Ul(J+l) 
1 -Ul(J))/YDEl-(Ul(J) -Ul(J-1)) 
1 /YDE2)*2. /YDE3*XRE -1. /ECHU (MCOUNT)*>':2-1: ( (Ul (J+l) -Ul (J)) 
1 /YDE1-(Ul(J)-Ul(J-1 ))/YDE2)*2./YDE3*XRE 
1 -(2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)**2-1./ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT)) 
1 *(YDE1/YDE3*(U l(J)-Ul (J-1))/YDE2+YDE2/YDE3*(Ul(J+l) 
1 -Ul(J ))/YDEl )*Y(J)*XRE 
C=l. 
COEFF=(U(J)+U(J-1))/2. 
IF ((COEFF.LT.O.) .AND.(NSFULL.NE.l)) C=.2 
F2 (J)=ECHV (MCOUNT) /EU< (C*ABS (COEFF)>'( (Vl (J) -V (J)) /DELX 
1 -(HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT))**2 
1 *((Vl(J+l)-Vl(J))/YVPLU-(Vl(J) -
1 Vl(J-1)) /YVMIN)•'<-2. /YVT*XRE-1. /ECHV(MCOUNT)'"*2*( (Vl (J+l) 
1 -Vl (J)) /YVPLU- (Vl (J) -V 1 (J-1)) /YVMIN)*2. / YVT-/<XRE 
1 -(2 . /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2>'<DECHV(MCOUNT)•'<*2 
1 -1. /ECHV (MCOUNT)•'<DDECHV(MCOUNT) )*(YVPLU/YVT*(Vl (J) 
1 -Vl(J-1))/YVMIN+YVMIN/YVT-J<(Vl(J+l)-
1 Vl(J))/YVPLU)*HETAV*XRE) 
GO TO 71 
70 IF ((USEC(J).LT .O. ).AND.(NSFULL.NE.1)) C=.2 
IF(NEGPOS.EQ.O) 
1 Fl (J)=C•'<ABS (USEC (J) )>'(( (RATIOX*•"'2+RATIOX*2. )>'(Ul (J)+UM(J) 
1 - ( 1. +RATIOX*"•2+2. *RATIOX)*U (J)) I (DELXU*RATIOX"' (RATIOX 
1 +1. )) -Y (J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)>'<DECHU (MCOUNT)•'<' (YDE2/YDE3 
1 * (P2 (J+l) -P2 (J)) /YDEl+YDE l/YDE3•"' (P2 (J) -P2 (J-1)) /YDE2+YDE2 
1 /YDE3* (Pl (J+l) - Pl (J)) /YDE l+YDE1/YDE3"• (Pl (J)-Pl (J-1)) 




1 /YDE2)*2./YDE3*XRE -l ./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*((Ul(J+l)-Ul(J)) 
1 /YDE l- (Ul (J) -Ul (J-1)) /YDE2)'""2. / YDE3'''XRE 
1 - (2. /ECHU(MCOUNT)''l-*2 
1 ,.,.DECHU (MCOUNT)**2-1. /ECHU (MCOUNT)*DDECHU (MCOUNT)) 
1 *(YDE1/YDE3*(Ul(J)-Ul(J-l))/YDE2+YDE2/ YDE3*(Ul(J+l) 
1 -Ul(J)) /YDE l )*Y(J)*XRE 
IF(NEGPOS.EQ.2) 
1 Fl (J)=-USECR(J)* ( (RATIOX**2+RATIOX•""2. )*Ul (J) 
1 +USEP(MCOUNT+2,J)-(l.+RATIOX**2+2.*RATIOX) 
1 *USEP (MCOUNT+ 1) J)) I (DELXU>'<RATIOX•': (RATIOX+ 1. ) ) 
1 -Y (J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT)*(YDE2/YDE3 
1 *(P2(J+l )-P2(J))/YDE1+YDE1/ YDE3*(P2(J)-P2(J-l) )/YDE2+YDE2 
1 / YDE3*(Pl(J+l) -Pl(J))/YDE1+YDE1/ YDE3*(Pl(J) -Pl(J-l)) 
1 / YDE2)/2.-(Y(J) / ECHU(MCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2*((Ul(J+l) 
1 -Ul (J))/YDE l-(Ul (J) -Ul(J-1)) 
1 / YDE2)*2. / YDE3*XRE - l. / ECHU(MCOUNT)m"·2* ( (Ul (J+l ) -Ul (J) ) 
1 / YDEl- (Ul (J) -Ul (J-1 )) / YDE2)*2. /YDE3*XRE 
1 -(2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)**2- 1 . /ECHU(MCOUNT)>'<DDECHU(MCOUNT)) 
1 *(YDE1/YDE3*(Ul(J) -Ul (J-1 ))/YDE2+YDE2/YDE3*(Ul(J+l ) 
1 -Ul(J))/YDEl)*Y(J)*XRE 
C=l. 
COEFFS=(USEC(J)+USEC(J-1)) / 2. 
IF ((COEFFS.LT.O. ).AND.(NSFULL.NE.l)) C=.2 
IF (NEGPOS.EQ.O) 
1 F2 (J)=ECHV(MCOUNT) / EL'"" (C>'<ABS (COEFFS )"·'<SECVDX* (RATVX 
1 *(RATVX+2.)*Vl(J)+VM(J)-(1.+RATVX)*(l.+RATVX)*V(J)) 
1 -(HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2 
1 *((Vl(J+l)-Vl(J))/YVPLU-(Vl(J) -Vl(J-1)) /YVMIN)*2./YVT*XRE 
1 -1./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*((Vl(J+l)-Vl(J) ) 
1 /YVPLU- (Vl(J)-Vl(J-1))/YVMIN)*2./YV'J.'kXRE-(2./ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 **2*DECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 -1. / ECHV(MCOUNT)'"'DDECHV (MCOUNT) )* (YVPLU/YVT-k(Vl (J) 
1 -Vl(J-1)) / YVMIN+YVMIN/YVT">'l-(Vl(J+l)-Vl (J))/YVPLU)*HETAV 
1 *XRE) 
IF (NEGPOS .EQ.2) F2(J)=ECHV(MCOUNT)/EL*( - (USECR(J) 
1 +USECR(J-1)) /2 .>'<'SECVDX* (RATVX* (RATVX+2 . )*Vl (J) 
l+VSEP(MCOUNT+2, J) - ( l .+RATVX)*(l.+RATVX)*VSEP(MCOUNT+l,J)) 
1 -(HETAV/ ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT))**2 
1 * ( (Vl (J+l ) -Vl ( J)) /YVPLU- (Vl (J) -Vl (J-1 )) / YVMIN )'"'2 . / YV'f'>'l'XRE 
1 -1 ./ECHV (MCOUNT)**2*((Vl(J+l)-Vl(J))/YVPLU 
1 - (Vl (J)-Vl (J- 1)) / YVMIN)*2. / YVT*XRE- (2. / ECHV(MCOUNT)>'<>'<2 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 -1. / ECHV(MCOUNT)•7DDECHV (MCOUNT) )'"" (YVPLU/YV'J.'k(Vl (J) 
1 -Vl(J-1)) /YVMIN+YVMIN/YVT'>""(Vl(J+l )-Vl(J))/YVPLU)*HETAV 
1 *XRE) 
71 CONTINUE 
IF(NHYBRD.EQ.-1 ) GO TO 44 






1 /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2*DECHU(MCOUNT)**2 - 1./ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHU(MCOUNT) )'"YDE2) 
IF((MCOUNT .GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.O)) RM1=(VSEC2(J) 
1 -USEC(J)*Y(J)*DECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE2/ECHU(MCOUNT)*US 
1 *RHOS/XMUS/(((Y(J)/ECHU(MCOUNT)*DEClfU(MCOUNT))**2 
1 +1./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2)*2 .+Y(J)*(2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)'"*2-1./ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE2) 
IF( (MCOUNT. GT. 2) .AND. (NEGPOS .EQ. 2)) RM1=(VSEC2R(J) 
1 -USECR(J)*Y(J)*DECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE2/ECHU(MCOUNT)*US 
1 •'<RHOS/XMUS/ ( ( (Y (J) /ECHU (MCOUNT)*DECHU (MCOUNT) )i(*2 
1 +1./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2)*2.+Y(J)*(2./ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)**2-1./ECHU(MCOUNT)*DDECHU(MCOUNT))*YDE2) 





IF((HCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.O)) RM2=(USEC (J)*Y(J) 
1 *DEClfU(MCOUNT)-VSECl(J))*YDEl/ECHU(MCOUNT)*US*RHOS 
1 /XMUS/(((Y(J)/ECHU(HCOUNT)*DECHU(MCOUNT))**2+1. 
1 /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2)*2 . -Y(J)*(2./EClfU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DE CHU (MCOUNT) *•"2 - 1 . /ECHU (MCOUNT) *DDECHU ( MCOUNT) ) *YDE 1) 
IF ((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ . 2)) RM2=(USECR(J)*Y(J) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT) -VSEClR(J) )*YDEl/ECHU(MCOUNT)•"US*RHOS 
1 /XMUS/ ( ( (Y (J) /ECHU (MCOUNT)''<DECHU(MCOUNT) )*•"2+ 1. 
1 /ECHU(MCOUNT)•"*2)*2. -Y(J)*(2. /ECHU(MCOUNT)**2 
1 •"DE CHU (MCOUNT)**2- l . /ECHU (MCOUNT) *DDECHU (MCOUNT)) *YDE 1) 
IF(RMl.GT.1.0) GO TO 41 
IF(RM2.GT.1.0) GO TO 42 






IF (NHYBRD.EQ.O) W=O. 





IF (NHYBRD .EQ.O) W=O. 








IF (MCOUNT .LE .2) 
1 Fl(J)= Fl(J)+ 
1 ( ( (EL/ECHU (MCOUNT)*V (J) -Y (J)>'<-EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU (MCOUNT)*U(J) )*(Ul (J) -Ul (J-1)) /YDE 2•'<YDE1/YDE3 
1 +(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*V(J+l) -Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 >':OECHU(MCOUNT)*U (J) )*(Ul (J+l )-Ul (J)) /YDEl*YDE2/YDE3 )*W 
1 + (EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*V(J)-Y (J)•':EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*U (J) )* (Ul (J)-Ul (J-1 )) /YDE2* ( 1. -W)•'<AC 
1 +(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)•'•V(J+l)-Y (J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*U(J))*(Ul(J+l)-Ul(J))/YDEl*(l.-W)*BC) 
IF((MCOUNT.GT . 2).AND.(NEGPOS . EQ.2)) 
1 Fl(J)= Fl(J)+ 
1 (((EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J))*(Ul(J) -Ul(J- l))/YDE2*YDE1/YDE3 
1 +(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEC2R(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J))*(Ul(J+l)-Ul(J))/YDE1*YDE2/YDE3) 
1 >'<\H(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)>':VSEClR(J)-Y (J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR (J) )*(Ul(J) -Ul (J-1)) /YDE2* (1. -W) >'<AC 
1 +(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)''<-VSEC2R(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USECR(J) )* (Ul (J+l ) -Ul (J)) /YOE l* (1. -W)*BC) 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2) . AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.O)) 
1 Fl(J)= Fl(J)+ 
1 (((EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSECl(J)-Y(J)*EL/ ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USEC (J) )*(Ul (J)-Ul (J- 1) ) /YDE2>':YDE1/YDE3 
1 +(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)*VSEC2(J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USEC(J))*(Ul(J+l) -Ul(J))/YDEl*YDE2/ YDE3 ) 
1 *W+(EL/ECHU(HCOUNT)*VSECl(J) -Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(HCOUNT)*USEC(J))*(Ul(J)-Ul(J-l))/YDE2*(1. -W)*AC 
1 +(EL/ECHU(MCOUNT)>':VSEC2 (J)-Y(J)*EL/ECHU(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHU(MCOUNT)*USEC(J))*(Ul(J+l)-Ul(J))/YDEl*(l.-W)*BC) 
IF(NHYBRD.EQ. -1 ) GO TO 143 
IF(NHYBRD . EQ. - 2) GO TO 143 
IF(MCOUNT. LE. 2) fil1l=(V(J) -U (J)•'<HETAV>'<DECHV (MCOUNT)) 
1 *YVHIN*US/ECHV(MCOUNT)*RHOS/XMUS/(((HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT))**2+1./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2)*2.+HETAV*(2 . 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2*DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-l./ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(MCOUNT))*YVMIN) 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2) .AND. (NEGPOS.EQ .O)) RMl=(VSECl(J) 
1 -USEC (J)>'<-HETAV*DECHV (HCOUNT) )>'l"YVMIN/ECHV (MCOUNT)*US 
1 *RROS/XHUS/ ( ( (HETAV /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT) )*'"2 
1 +1./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2)*2.+HETAV*(2./ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)**2-l ./ECHV(MCOUNT)*DDECHV(MCOUNT))"<YVHIN) 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) RMl=(VSEClR(J) 
1 -USECR(J)*HETAV*DECHV(MCOUNT))*YVMIN/ECHV(MCOUNT)*US 
1 *RROS/XMUS/ ( ( (HETAV /ECHV(HCOUNT)•'<DECHV(MCOUNT) )**2 
1 +l./ECHV(HCOUNT)**2 )*2.+HETAV*(2. /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)**2- l. /ECHV(HCOUNT)•':DOECHV(MCOUNT) )*YVMIN) 
IF (MCOUNT. LE. 2) RH2=(U(J-1 )>':HETAV•'<DECHV (MCOUNT)-V(J)) 
1 *YVPLU/ECHV (HCOUNT)>':US*RROS/Xl'fUS/ ( ( (HETAV /ECHV(HCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(HCOUNT))**2+1./ECHV(HCOUNT)**2)*2. - HETAV*(2. 
c 
157 
1 /ECHV (MCOUNT)**2*DECHV (MCOUNT) *~°'2 -1 . /ECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 *DDECHV(MCOUNT))*YVPLU) 
IF( (HCOUNT .GT. 2). AND. (NEGPOS. EQ. 0)) RM2=(USEC(J-l)>'<HETAV 
1 *DECHV(HCOUNT) -VSECl (J) )"'YVPLU/ECHV(MCOUNT)*US*RHOS 
1 /XMUS/(((HETAV/ECHV (MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT))**2+1. 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2)*2. -HETAV*(2. / ECHV (MCOUNT)**2 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)**2 - l . /ECHV(MCOUNT)*DDECHV(MCOUNT))*YVPLU) 
IF ( (MCOUNT. GT . 2). AND. (NEGPOS. EQ. 2)) RM2=(USECR(J- 1)7<HETAV 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)-VSEClR(J))*YVPLU/ECHV(MCOUNT)*US*RHOS 
1 /XMUS/(((HETAV/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT))**2+1. 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)*"•2)*2. -HETAV*(2 . /ECHV(MCOUNT)**2 
1 ~'<DECHV(MCOUNT)**2 - 1. /ECHV(MCOUNT)>'rDDECHV(MCOUNT) )*YVPLU) 
RC=l. 0 
IF(RMl.GT.RC) GO TO 141 
IF(RM2.GT.RC) GO TO 142 
GO TO 143 
141 W=RC/RMl 




GO TO 144 
142 W=RC/ RM2 








144 IF (MCOUNT.LE.2) 
1 F2(J)=F2(J)+ 
1 ECHV(MCOUNT)/EL*(((EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J) 
1 -HETAV*EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)*DECHV (HCOUNT)"•U (J-1) )* (Vl (J) 
1 -Vl (J-1) )/YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT+(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J) 
1 -HETAV*EL/ ECHV (MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT)*U(J)) 
1 *(Vl (J+l ) -Vl (J)) / YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT)''rW+ (EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 >'<V(J)-HETAV*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *U(J-l))*(Vl(J) -Vl (J-1) )/YVMIN* (l. -W)*A+(EL 
1 /ECHV(MCOUNT)*V(J) - HETAV*EL/ECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV (MCOUNT)*U(J) )"' (Vl (J+l ) -Vl (J)) /YVPLU* ( 1. -W)*B) 
IF((HCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ.2)) 
1 F2 (J)=F2 (J)+ 
1 ECHV(MCOUNT)/EL*(((EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J) 
1 -HETAV*EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)*DECHV (HCOUNT)>'<USECR (J- 1) )* (Vl (J) 
1 -Vl (J -1 )) /YVMIN*YVPLU/YVT+(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)>'<VSEClR(J) 
1 -HETAV"'EL/ ECHV (MCOUNT)*DECHV (MCOUNT)*USECR(J)) 




1 *OECHV(MCOUNT)*USECR (J-1 ) )* (Vl (J)-Vl (J-1)) /YVMIN* (1. -W)*A 
1 +(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSEClR(J)-H.ETAV*EL/ECHV (MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)*USECR(J) )* (Vl (J+l ) -Vl(J)) /YVPLU•': (1. -W)*B) 
IF((MCOUNT.GT.2).AND.(NEGPOS.EQ . O)) 
1 F2(J)=F2 (J)+ 
1 ECHV(MCOUNT)/EL*(((EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*VSEC l(J) 
1 -HETAV*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)•'<DECHV(MCOUNT)*USEC (J-1) )*(Vl (J) 
1 -Vl (J-1)) / YVMIN-l:YVPLU/YVT+(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)•'<'VSECl (J) 
1 -HETAV*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT)*DECHV (MCOUNT)*USEC(J)) 
1 *(Vl(J+l)-Vl(J))/YVPLU*YVMIN/YVT)*W+(EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *VSECl(J) -HETAV*EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)*USEC(J-l))*(Vl (J) -Vl(J-1))/YVMIN*(l . -W)*A 
1 +(EL/ECHV (MCOUNT)•'<'VSECl (J) -HETAV1:EL/ECHV(MCOUNT) 
1 *DECHV(MCOUNT)*USEC(J))*(Vl(J+l)-Vl(J ))/YVPLU*(l. -W )*B) 
Fl (J)=-F l (J) 
F2 (J)=-F2(J) 
C******************'"'*-l:>'r:**'"'*********'"'"'*ir***•'n'<>'<>'<***ic FULL NS 
c 
c 
IF ((NSFULL.EQ.1).AND.(MCOUNT.EQ.KPNS)) GO TO 86 
IF (NSFULL.EQ.l) Fl(J)=Fl(J)+ (USEP(MCOUNT+l,J) -2. 
1 *Ul(J)+U(J))/(DELXU*DELXU) 




C TEMPORARY FIXUP TAKEN ON F1(2) & F2(2) BY EXTRAPOLATING FROM 
C THE VALUES AT 3 AND 4 
c 
c 
Fl(2)=Fl(4 ) - (Fl(4)-Fl(3))*(Y(4) -Y(2))/(Y(4)-Y(3)) 
F2(2 )=F2(4 ) - (F2(4)-F2(3))*(Y(4) -Y(2))/(Y(4) - Y(3)) 
Fl(NJ)=Fl(NJ - 2) - (Fl(NJ-2)-Fl(NJ-l))*(Y(NJ-2)-Y(NJ)) 
1 /(Y(NJ-2)-Y(NJ - 1)) 
F2(NJ)=F2(NJ-2)-(F2(NJ- 2) -F2(NJ-l ))*(Y(NJ-2)-Y(NJ)) 
1 /(Y(NJ- 2)-Y(NJ-l )) 
IF(NLAT.NE.O.OR.NLATN.NE.O) WRITE(6,7002) NLAT,NLATN 
1 ,MCOUNT 
7002 FORMAT(SX, 'IN CALCULATING Fl, NLAT= ' ,I3, 'NLATN=' ,I3, 'AT 
l MCOUNT= I ' I 3) 
IF(NLATV.NE . O.OR . NLATVN.NE.O) WR ITE (6,7001) NLATV,NLATVN 
1 ,MCOUNT 
7001 FORMAT(SX, ' IN CALCULATING F2, NLATV=' ,13, 'NLATVN=' ,I3, 'AT 
1 MCOUNT= I, I3) 
c 
DO 61 J=2,NJ 
YVPLU=(Y(J+l)-Y(J-1))/2. 


















AYl=Y (3) -Y( 2) 
AY2=Y (4) -Y (2) 
AY3=Y (5) -Y (2) 
CALL SEC (AF1,AF2 ,F3,F4 , AY1,AY2 ,AY3,SECDER,FIRST) 









CALL SEC (AF1 ,AF2,F3,F4, AY1,AY2,AY3,SECDER , FIRST) 




SPN(2)=(F1(2)-FI1(2)) / DELXU+F2(3)/YVPLU 
IF(MCOUNT .EQ.JPNS) SPN(2)=SPN(2)+FI1(2 )/DELXU 
IF(MCOUNT.EQ.KPNS) SPN(2)=SPN(2)-F1(2) / DELXU 
YVPLU=(Y(4)-Y(2))/2 . 
SPN(3)=SPN(3)+(TF2-F2(3)) / YVPLU 
52 CONTINUE 
NJN=NJ-1 
C WATFIV--DO LOOP 34 CHANGED FROM 1,NJP TO 2,NJ TO PREVENT 
C TROUBLE IN WATFIV 
c 












IF(J.EQ.l)GO TO 91 
YDE2=Y(J) -Y(J-1) 
91 CONTINUE 











IF(J.EQ.1) AMASS=AMASS-AMJ*YVPLU*DELXU/2. / ECHU(l) 
FLOW=FLOW+Ul(J)*YDE3/2.*ECHU(HCOUNT)/ECHU(l) 





IF(ZAP . LT . 1.) 
1WRITE(6,1002) AM,AMR ,AMASS,FLOW ,UC(NJ) 
IF(MCOUNT.EQ.KPNS) GO TO 999 
IF(MCOUNT.LE.4) GO TO 999 
IF((MCOUNT.GE.14).AND.(MCOUNT.LE.19)) GO TO 999 














IF(ABS (AMASS).LT .. l*TOLERC) RETURN 
ITER=ITER+l 
IF(ITER.LE.3) GO TO 1 
1000 FORMAT(5X , 'UC(J)'/(7Gl4 .5)) 
1001 FORMAT(SX, 'VC(J)' /(7G14.5)) 
1002 FORMAT(SX, 'AM' ,G15. 7, 'AMR' ,Gl5. 7, 'AMASS' 
l,Gl5.7, 'FLOW' ,Gl5 . 7, 'UC(NJ)' ,Gl5.7) 
1003 FORMAT(SX, 1 PHI(J) 1 /(7Gl4.5)) 
1005 FORMAT(SX, 'Fl (J) ' /(7G14. 5)) 
161 
1006 FORHAT(SX, 'F2(J) ' /(7Gl4.5)) 
2000 FORMAT(SX, 'Ul(J) '/5X,(7Gl4.5)) 
2001 FORMAT(SX, 'Vl(J) '/5X,(7Gl4.5)) 
2002 FORMAT(SX, 1 Q(J) 1 ,SX, 'NE=' ,I3/(3X,9Gl4.5 )) 
2003 FORMAT(SX, 1 SP(J) 1 /(7G14.5)) 






C SUBROUTINE SEC 
C CALLING PROGRAM : CORREC 
C ESTIMATES FIRST AND SECOND DERIVATIVES USING ONE -
C SIDED DIFFERENCING FORMULAS. 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE SEC(AF1,AF2 ,F3,F4, AY1,AY2,AY3,SECDER,FIRST) 
AC1=1./AY1/AY1- l./AY2/AY2 





TERM2=-AF1*(1./AY1CU- l. / AY2CU)/AC1 
TERM3=- (AF2/AY1CU-F4/AY3CU)/AC2 
TERM4=AF1/AC2*(1./AY1CU-1./AY3CU) 
DENM= . 5*(1. I ACl*(l. /AYl-1. I AY2)-l. /AC2,~(l . I AYl-1. / AY3)) 
SECDER=(TERM1+TERM2+TERM3+TERM4) / DENM 
FIRST=(AF2-AF1) / AY1/AY1 - (F3-AF2)/AY2/AY2 






C SUBROUTINE SOR 
C CALLING PROGRAM : MAIN 
C HANDLES I/O FROM DISK WHEN SOLVING POISSON EQUATION 
















1 P(200) ,P1 (200), P2(200 ), 
























IF (LGLOBE.EQ.MIN+4) MDISK=lS 












IF(IJK.GT.1) GO TO 201 
NDATA=MDISK 
GO TO 103 
201 CONTINUE 
164 
IF(IJK.EQ.(2*IEVEN)) GO TO 102 
NDATA=26 














DO 90 MCOUNT=JPNS,KPNS 
MC=MCOUNT-1 








IF (J.LE .NJ) Fl(J)=FFl(J) 
IF (J.LE.NJ) F2(J)=FF2(J) 




IF(IJK .GT.l ) GO TO 209 
NDATA=MDISK 
GO TO 105 
209 CONTINUE 
IF(IJK.EQ.(2*IEVEN)) GO TO 104 
NDATA=26 















1 NJF, (P2 (J) ,J=l,NJP) ,DELXF ,DELXMF ,DELXPF , JXSTEP 














IF(ZAP.GE.0) GO TO 151 
IF((NPRINT.EQ.O).AND.(IJK.NE.NG))GO TO 129 
WRITE(6,200) IJKL ,EPSJ,EPSMJ 
200 FORMAT(SX, ' MCOUNT=', IS, 5X, 'EPSJ=' ,G14. 5 ,SX, 'EPSMJ=' ,Gl4. 5) 
129 CONTINUE 
IF((ZAP.LT.O).AND.(IJK.LE.3).AND.(MCOUNT .LE . (JPNS+2 ))) 
1 GO TO 152 
IF(NPRINT.EQ.O) GO TO 151 







211 FORMAT(SX, 'Pl' ,/(5X,7G15.7)) 
202 FORMAT(SX, 'Fl ' ,(5X,7Gl5.7) ) 
203 FORMAT(SX, 'F2' ,(5X,7G15.7)) 
NDISK=O 
85 CONTINUE 
IF(IJK.EQ.NG) GO TO 139 
GO TO 149 
139 CONTINUE 
NDATA=MDISK 
GO TO 107 
149 CONTINUE 
166 
IF(IJK.EQ.(2*IEVEN)) GO TO 106 
NDATA=25 














1 (Ul(J),J=l ,NJP),(Fl(J),J=l,NJ),(F2(J),J=l,NJ) 
1,(SP(J),J=l,NJ) 
IF(ZAP.GE.0) GO TO 119 
IF((NPRINT.EQ.O).AND.(IJK.NE.NG)) GO TO 119 
WRITE(6,100)(Pl(J),J=l,NJP) 
100 FORMAT(6G14 .5) 
119 CONTINUE 
IF(MCOUNT.EQ.KPNS) GO TO 83 
GO TO 90 
83 IF(NDOWN.EQ.2) GO TO 22 
DO 84 J=2,NJ 
84 Pl(J)=Pl(J)+DELXP*Fl(J) 
GO TO 24 
22 DO 23 J=2,NJ 





IF(NDISK.GT.l) GO TO 90 




IF(ZAP.GE.O) GO TO 169 
WRITE(6 , 1271) IJK,EPS,EPSM 
1271 FORMAT(5X,I5,5X, ' EPS=' ,G14.5,5X, 'EPSM=' ,Gl4.5,5X, ' ***''rl~** 













C SUBROUTINE POISON 
C CALLING PROGRAM : YMOM, SOR 

















1 F1(200), F2(200),FI1(200),FI2(200),CV0(4,200) 
1,CP0(4,200),USEC (200),USEC1 (200),VSEC1(200),VSEC2(200), 



















DO 13 IJKL=l,NT 
DO 11 J=2 ,NJ 
IF(IJKL.GT.1) GO TO 102 





















IF(MCOUNT.EQ.KPNS) GO TO 91 
IF(MCOUNT.EQ.JPNS) GO TO 92 
DD(J)=l./DELXU*(-1./DELXP-l . /DELX) 
1 -AA(J)-BB(J) 
CC(J)=SP(J)-P2(J)/DELXU/DELXP-P(J)/DELX/DELXU 



































Pl(NJP)=Pl(NJ- 1) - (Pl(NJ- 1)-Pl(NJ))*(Y(NJ-1 ) -Y(NJP)) 






C SUBROlITINE SFINT 








DO 10 J=NB,NS 
IF(XX(J) . LE.XF) GO TO 10 
NN=J-1 
GO TO 12 
10 CONTINUE 










C SUBROUTINE SPLICO 
C THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES CUBIC SPLINE COEFFICIENTS 
c FOR INTERPOLATION WHICH rs DONE BY SUBROUTINE SFINT. 
c 
c 





DO 2 K=l,MM 
D(K)=X(K+l)-X(K) 
P(K)=D(K)/6. 
2 E(K)=(Y(K+l )-Y(K)) /D(K) 
DO 3 K=2,MM 
3 B(K)=E(K) -E(K-1) 
A(l,2 )=-l.-D(l) /D(2) 
A(l,3)=D(l)/D(2) 
A(2,3)=P(2) -P (l)*A(l,3) 
A(2 ,2 )=2 .*(P(l)+P (2)) -P(l)*A( l,2) 
A(2,3 )=A(2,3 )/A(2,2) 
B(2)=B(2) /A(2,2) 





















7 W(K)=E(K) -P(K)*(Z(K+1)+2.*Z(K)) 






C SUBROUTINE SY 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES A SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS HAVING 






DO 10 !=2,NN 
R=BB (I )/DD(I -1 ) 
DD(I)=DD(I)-R*AA(I-1) 
10 CC(I)=CC(I) -R*CC (I -1) 
CC(NN) =CC (NN)/DD (NN) 
DO 20I=2,NN 
J=NN-I+l 






C SUBROUTINE EEACHE 
C CALLING PROGRAM : HAIN 
C DETERMINES THE HEIGHT VARIATION IN THE VARIABLE 
C CROSS SECTION OF THE CHANNEL . 
c 
c 










DO 40 J=l ,KPNS 
IF(J.LT.NX)GO TO 13 
ECHV(J)=l. - . 5*EXP(-4. *XXZ*"'2) 
XXZ=XXZ+DELXD 
IF(CKONST-ECHV(J). LT .. 00001) GO TO 12 
GO TO 13 
11 ECHV(J)=CONST 
GO TO 13 
12 ECHV(J)=CKONST 
13 IF(J.LT.NX) GO TO 40 
XXW=XXW+XXT 
ECHU(J)=l. - .5*EXP(-4.*XXW**2) 
XXT=DELXD 
IF(CKONST-ECHU(J).LT . . 00001 ) GO TO 15 
GO TO 16 
14 ECHU(J)=CONST 











DO 100 J=3,KPNSM 
DECHU(J)=(ECHU(J+l) -ECHU(J-1))/2./DELXD 
DDECHU(J)=(ECHU(J+l) - 2.*ECHU(J)+ECHU(J-l))/DELXD**2 
DECHV(J)=(ECHV(J+l)-ECHV(J-1))/2 . / DELXD 
DDECHV(J)=(ECHV(J+1 ) - 2.*ECHV(J)+ECHV(J-l))/DELXD**2 
100 CONTINUE 
DECHU ( 1)=0. 0 
DECHU(2)=0.0 
DECHU(KPNS)=O.O 




DDECHU(2)=0 . 0 
DDECHU(KPNS)=O.O 









C SUBROUTINE STEPY 
C CALLING PROGRAM : MAIN 

































C SUBROUTINE STEP 
C CALLING PROGRAM : ~1AIN 







1PCON ,PCON3,HCOUNT,XXF,NJF,XV,VEDGE ,NPV, 
1 RHOS,XMUS,NJ,US,VW ,TOLERC,DELT,DELTl,LJDEL,KJDEL,LPNS, 
lKPNS,JPNS,GLOBE,INV,AFLOW,XCONV,XRE 
IF(HCOUNT.EQ.l) DELX=O.O 
DELXP=0.05 
IF(HCOUNT.GE.2) DELXP=0.10 
DELXP=DELXP*XCONV 
RETURN 
END 
